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TOURING
May
2 - 4 Anglesey Sea Symposium
8 - 10 Welsh Coastal, IO, Menai Strait
22 - 25 Merely Yorkshire, IO, Hornsea
Mere
June
12 - 14 Summer, IO, Rutland Water
July
17 - 19 Lakes Classic, IO, Ullswater
25/26 Tryweryn Festival
August
7 - 9 Meadows Meander, IO, Nene
September
11 - 13 Welsh, IO, Bala
October
23 - 25 Teifi
23 - 25 Last Chance, IO, Coniston
SURFING
June
17
Gower Madness
July
17 - 26 Ocean Spirit World Cup, W,
Santa Cruz
September
3
Welsh Open, K
MARATHON
May
2
Metropolitan Cup, Frankfurt/Main
3
63rd Bedford, H
3
Grand Dunk, H/Scottish K1 		
Championships
3
Elmbridge K1
10
S Lakes, H
17
Basingstoke Canal, H
17
Forth & Clyde Canal 1, H
17
Malton & Norton, H
17
Norwich K2, H
17
1066, H, London & SE
17
Worcester, H
23
Müritz Champion
24
Leukaemia, H, R Tay
24
Reading Circuit, H
24
Tamar Circuit, H
30
Maxi Paddle Sport 34km, Annecy
Lake
31
Chester 1, H, K1
31
Nottingham, H
June
6/7
Cotentin
6/7
Mandelieu
6/7
Mawddach Paddlesport Festival
7
Derwent Mike Jones Memorial, H
13
Bodensee
13/14 Crozon-Morgat
14
Maidstone, H
14
Burton, H, K2
14
Glasgow Canal, H
14
Pencelli - Brecon
15
Lahti Midnight Ultra
19/20 10th Hawaiian Sports Festival,
Rerik
20
Roquebrunoise
20
Conwy Ascent
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21
21
21
21
21
21
27
27

Calder 1, H
Leighton Buzzard, H
Oxford Midsummer, H
Royal, H, London & SE
R Usk
Wye
13th Hiddensee
Traversée de l’Estuaire de la
Gironde
27/28 Bradford, H
27
Cheshire Ring
28
Shropshire, H
July
1 - 5 Euro Championships, Bohinj
4
17th Periplo dell’ Isola di Bereggi
4/5
Toulon
11
Elmbridge, K1, London & SE
12
Crestuma
12
Dart/Totnes, H
12
Huntingdon Gt Ouse, H
12
Macclesfield Aldephi, H
12
Ness, H/Highland Series 2
12
Thames Valley Circuit, H
17/18 Valladolid, Gran Premio de 		
Castilla & León
17/18 Lago de Sanabria, Gran Premio
de Castilla & León
19
Ironbridge, H
19
Southampton, H
25/26 OC-Ostseecup, Rostock
26
Fal, H
26
Medway
August
1/2
Brandenburg, World Cup
1/2
Avon Descent, Northam
2
Richmond, H
2
Glasgow Green, H/Scottish 		
Racing Week 1
2
Trentham, H
8
L Lubnaig, H/Scottish Racing
Week 4
9
Camel, H
9
Chester 2, H
10
25th Ribadesella
22/23 National Championships, 		
Norwich
29
Longridge, H
29
Colin Chapman Memorial Wye
Descent
30
Tonbridge, H
September
5
Tour de Gudenå
6
27th Donau
9 - 13 World Championships, Györ
12
Swiss Challenge, Eglisau
13
Pangbourne, H
13
Soar, H
13
Poole Harbour
19
Tollensesee
20
Hasler Final, Wolvercote
23 - 26 70th Hargas Memorial, Bratislava
26
Liffey Descent
26/27 French Championships, 		
Bouchmaine
27
Edinburgh, H
27
Gloucester Inaugural
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October
3
De Rijp, K4
4
Adige
4
Elmbridge, H
4
Forth & Clyde Canal 2, H/Scottish
K2 Championships, K2
4
Lincoln, H
4
Wolfreton, H
10
Cesky Krumlov R
10/11 Glasgow - Edinburgh Challenge
11
Henley, H
17
Semi de l’Étang de Berre
18
Chelmer, H
24
Tay Descent
25
Banbury, H
25
Fowey, H
November
1
Dee, H/Highland Series 3
1
Trent K2
7
Ardèche
15
Avon Descent
29
Ross Warland Memorial Canal
Challenge, S
December
6
Stour Descent
2016
January
3
Frank Luzmore K2, London & SE
April
8 - 10 Pietermaritzburg, WC 1
SLALOM
May
2/3
La Seu d’Urgell, Pyrenees Cup 2
2/3
Holme Pierrepont, 1
2/3
Bala Mill, 3/4
8 - 10 Tatra, Liptovsky Mikulas
9/10 Tacen
9/10 Orton Mere, 3/4
9/10 Seaton Park, 3/4
10
Llandysul, 4
16
Winchester, 4/O
16/17 Bratislava O
16/17 President of Cracow Cup
16/17 Wagon Lane, 3/4
16/17 Kingsland Basin, 4
23/24 McConkey, P/1, Holme Pierrepont
23/24 Llandysul, 2 - 4
28 - 31 European Championships,
Markkleeburg
30/31 Nene, 2/3
30/31 Pinkston, 2/3
June
6/7
Merano
6/7
Tryweryn, Pan Celtic/1
6/7
Langham Farm, 3/4
13/14 Cardington, 2 - 4
13/14 Alva, 3/4/Scottish Schools 		
Championships
13/14 Ogmore, 3/4/O
14
Hatfield, 4
19 - 21 Praha, WC 1
20/21 Pinkston, 1/V/U23/J16 		
Championships
20/21 Rhug, 3/4
20/21 Shepperton, 3/4

26 - 28 Krakow, WC 2
27/28 Young Danubia Cup, Cunovo
27/28 Washburn, 1
27/28 Fairnilee, 2 - 4
28
Stone, 3/4
July
3 - 5 Liptovsky Mikulas, WC 3
4/5
Ironbridge, 2
4/5
Marple, 3/4
4/5
Orton Mere, 3/4
11/12 Bratislava, ECJ 1/2
11/12 Ivrea
11/12 Howsham, 2 - 4/Yorkshire 		
Championships
12
Frome Market Yard, 4/O
15
Flattach, ECJ 3
17 - 19 Pan American Games, Minden
18/19 Washburn, Pan Celtic/P/2/O/
English Championships/Inter
Regionals
18/19 Augsburg, ECJ 4/5
18/19 Matlock, 3/4
25/26 Solkan, ECJ 6/7
25/26 Bala Mill, 2/3
30/31 Ceske Budejovice, ECJ 8/9
August
7 - 9 La Seu d’Urgell, WC 4
8
Llandysul, 2 - 4
8/9
Krakow, ECJ 10
14 - 16 Pau, WC F
15/16 Grandtully, 2/3
15/16 Harefield, 3/4
22/23 Fairnilee, 2/3/O/Scottish J14/J12/
J10 Championships
26 - 30 European Championships,
U23/J, Krakow
29/30 Slovak O, Bratislava
29/30 Grandtully 1
29/30 Cardington, 2 - 4
29/30 Marple, 3/4
September
5/6
Holme Pierrepont, P/1
5/6
Hinckley Wharf, 4/O
6
Sands Rapid, 4
6
Hatfield, 4/O
12/13 Cardington National Interclub
Championship Finals
12/13 Alva, 3/4
12/13 Oughtibridge, 3/4
16 - 20 World Championships, Lee
Valley
26/27 Shepperton, 2/3
26/27 W Tanfield, 2 - 4
27 - 29 Alpe Adria, Klagenfurt
October
3/4
Tryweryn Graveyard, P/Welsh
Championships
3/4
Darley Abbey, 3/4
10/11 Llandysul, 1/2/4, J Welsh 		
Championships
17/18 Tees Barrage, P
17/18 Symonds Yat, 2/3
24
Scottish Championships
24/25 Stone, 3/4
24 - 26 Lee Valley Special Selection
31/1 Lee Valley, British Open/P
31/1 Barle, 4
November
7/8
Pinkston, Scottish Championships
26 - 29 Olympic Test, Río de Janeiro
28
ACM, Holme Pierrepont
2016
February
26 - 28 Oceania Championships, Penrith
April
23/24 Asian Championships, Toyama

WWR
May
9/10
16
16/17
23/24

Augsburg, EC 1, Sp
Dordogne Integrale
Titlis
British O, Cl/Sp/Scottish 		
Championships, Grandtully
Swiss Championships, Muotastein

15
June
4 - 7 European Championships,
Banja Luka
10/11 Bihac, EC 2, Cl/Sp
13
Celje, EC 3, Sp
19/20 Soca, WC 1/2
21/22 Mur, WC 3/4
23 - 28 World Championships, Sp,
Wien
July
11
150m Super, Sp
12
Pinkston, Sp
August
2 - 7 World Championships, J, 		
Nantahala Outdoor Center
15
Grandtully, Sp
22/23 Lipno, Cl/Sp

FREESTYLE
June
5/6
Plattling, EC 1
July
3 - 5 Wildalpen, EC 2
25
Garry Boater X
25 - 28 Millau O
August
30 - 5 World Championships, Ottawa
September
12/13 Plzen, EC 3
26/27 Jelenia Gora, EC 4
SPRINT
May
1 - 3 European Championships,
Racice
2
Elmbridge
9/10 Mas & O Championships, 		
Nottingham
14
Low Port Summer Series 1
15 - 17 Montemor-o-Velho, WC 1
22 - 24 Duisburg, WC 2
23
Linlithgow L
25 - 31 Boulogne sur Mer, W
28 - 31 Piestany
29 - 31 København, WC 3
30
Matija Ljubek Memorial, Zagreb
31
Scottish Championships, K1,
Castle Semple
June
6/7
Inter Services, Nottingham
11
Low Port Summer Series 2
14
Glasgow Canal
14
Marlow
14 - 16 European Games, Baku
20
Herts Young Mariners
21
Kinghorn L 1
27/28 Auronzo
27/28 Decize
July
4/5
National Championships, 		
Nottingham
9
Low Port Summer Series 3
11
Royal, London & SE
11 - 14 Pan American Games, Welland
12
Inverness
17/18 World Championships, Mas,
Montemor-o-Velho
23 - 26 World Championships, U23/J,
Montemor-o-Velho
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26
Leaside
August
4
Linlithgow L, Scottish Racing
Week 2
6
Forth & Clyde Canal, Scottish
Racing Week 3
9
L Lubnaig, Scottish Racing Week
5
9
London Royal Albert Docks
13
Low Port Summer Series 4
19 - 23 World Championships, Milano
25/26 Cup of the President of the 		
Russian Federation, Moskva
29
Scottish Championships, 		
Strathclyde Park
29/30 23rd Moravian Championships, L
Kunovska
30
Eastern
September
3
Low Port Summer Series 5
3
Warwick
4 - 6 Olympic Test, Río de Janeiro
5/6
MacGregor Paddle, Nottingham
11 - 13 Olympic Hopes
13
Kinghorn L 2
17 - 20 European Championships,
U23/J, Bascov-Budeasa
25 - 27 Olympic Hopes, Bydgoszcz
27
Bishop’s Stortford
27/28 36th Trofeo Madaglia d’Argento
Presidente della Republica, Italia
October
3
Warwick
November
15
Scottish K2 Championships, 		
Linlithgow L
15
Scottish Prizegiving, Ratho
29
Winter Time Trial 1, Union Canal
December
20
Winter Time Trial 2, Union Canal
2016
January
17
Winter Time Trial 3, Union Canal
February
14
Winter Time Trial 4, Union Canal
March
14
Winter Time Trial 5, Union Canal
MULTISPORT
May
3
Ibiza, WC, M
3
Deeside Adventure Tri
9
4th Mongomery Canal Triathlon
24
Keyo Brigg Bomber, M,
WC/National Championships
30
Xtrail Pernstejn Sp, WC
June
6
Norfolk Superhero, Burnham
Overy Staithe
7
World Championships, L, 		
Wasserstadt
20
Tyn nad Vltavou, Sp, WC
21
S Yorkshire, Rotherham
July
11
Artemis Gt Kindrochit
12
Box End, Sp, WC
August
1
Samorin, Worlds, Sp
22
PolskaMan, Worlds, M
30
Balaton, Europeans, Sp
September
5
Ratscher, M, WC
6
Shrewsbury Sp
13
Fabian4 Dyffryn Conwy Mountain
19
Awesome Foursome, Bude
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POLO
May
2/3
26th Wallonie, Seneffe
9
Pinkston, Sc2
16/17 St-Omer, EC
23 - 25 44th German Cup, Essen
30/31 Amsterdam O
30/31 Praha
June
4/5
27th Liverpool
27/28 Flanders Cup, Hazewinkel
July
4/5
NRW Cup, Duisburg
August
1/2
Suisse Normande, Thury-Harcourt
15/16 20th Dikkebusvijver
22/23 Irish O, Enniskillen
26 - 30 11th European Championships,
Essen
29/30 Gekko, Gent
DRAGON BOAT RACING
May
2
8th Charleston
2
Mersin
3
Athy
3
Liverpool, N
9
Walgreen’s 6th Greater New
		 Orleans Festival, Madisonville
9
Schwerin
9
DB Cup, Königs Wusterhausen
16
1st Barcelona
16
Charlotte Festival
16
Izmir Festival
16/17 Portsmouth
17
Nottingham, N
17
Himley
23
10th Stanley Warm Up
23
Hannover
23/24 Venezia
24
Chatham
25
Sherborne
28
3rd Yisra’el, Sea of Galilee
30
14th Kopenicker Spring Cup,
Berlin
30
8th Istanbul
30
6th Lubeck
30
Florence Pink, Venezia
30
Maxi Paddle Sport 34km, Annecy
Lake
31
Hamburg Harbour
31
E Anglian Festival, Oulton Broad
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31
June
6
7
7
7
7
11
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
19

Runnymede, N

L Lomond
Barrow
Leith
Scarborough
Taunton
2nd Mahakam Festival
9th Neuhausen Water Festival
Köln
Fanshaw Festival, Parry Sound
Sabah
Peterborough
Salford
Wirral
Stockton, N
Chichester
Plymouth
26th Rio Tinto Alcan Festival,
Vancouver
19
Essen
20
18th Berlin City Cup
20
Italian National 200m & 500m
Championships, Roma
20
Sun Life Stanley
20
Toledo Festival
20
Tuen Ng/Tuen Yang/Poet’s Day
21
Milton Keynes Festival
21
Prince’s Trust
21
Shrewsbury
25
28th Tim Hortons Festival, Ottawa
25
24th Eglisau Cup
26
Pink Festival, Torino
27
12th Bremer Cup
27
Eglisau
27
Leeds
27/28 Corporate Games
28
14th Hong Kong Short Course,
Stanley
28
Swindon
July
2 - 5 ICF European Championships,
Auronzo di Cadore
3 - 5 ECA Championships, Venezia
4
18th GWN Sport, Toronto
4
Milton Keynes, N
4
Llanberis
5
Cyprus Charity 200m, Limassol
5
Fairlop
5
Woking
11
Grenzacher
11
Lübecker Festival
11
Sudbury Festival
11
Timisoara Charity
11
Wakefield
12
Preston
12
York
19
Japanese Champs, Osaka City
19
Exeter, N
19
Kingston
19
Poole
25
12th Seattle Festival
25
Magdeburg Festival
25
Walgreen’s Chicago Festival
31 - 2 11th European Club Crew 		
Championships, Divonne les
Bains
August
1
Richmond Festival
2
Nottingham Riverside Festival
2
Warrington
7
Starbuck Festival
8
Carressant Care Woodstock 		
Rotary
8
Hong Kong Festival in New York
8
Klein Köris
15
15th Riverfront Festival, Hartford
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15
Constanta
15
Toromont CAT Festival, King City
15
Irvine
16
Falmouth
19 - 23 12th World Nations 		
Championships, Welland-		
Niagara
21
Dortmund Festival
22
National Harbor Festival, 		
Washington
22
Steveston, Richmond
28
Dragon on the Lake Festival,
Lake Orion
29
Bewdley
30
Worcester, N
30
Shoreham
31
Chipstead
31
Hereford
September
5
Flensburg Cup
5
Bristol
5
Sunderland
6
Royal Albert Dock, N
6
Abingdon
6
Tilgate
11
Kiel Days
10 - 13 ICF Club Crew World 		
Championships, Racice
12
20th GWN Challenge, Toronto
12
9th Annual Mercer County 		
Festival, W Windsor
12
5th Dublin
13
Bewl
12
Cambridge Festival
13
Tonbridge
19
Istanbul Festival
19
Schwerin LD
19
Jersey
19/20 Stratford Festival
19/20 National Cup Finals, 		
Nottingham
26
1st Beograd Club Crew Festival
26
SAVA Sprints 200m, Singapore
27
Brighton
27
Exeter
October
2
11th Golden, Kiev
3
Berlin
16
Ukraina October O Cup, Kiev
17
Berlin
17
Walgreen’s Orlando
18
8th Limassol
24
Bucharest
November
6
1st Asian Club Cup, Foshan
December
5
Penang Pesta
20
Christmas Cup, Roma
2016
March
30
Club Crew World 			
Championships, Adelaide
OUTRIGGER
May
2
Metropolitan Cup, Frankfurt/Main
3
Cotentin
9/10 German Seamasters, Kiel
13 - 16 Vendée, Les Sables
23
Challenge Vitesse, Peyrolles
23
Müritz Champion
June
6/7
Chatel, La Rochelle
6/7
Cotentin
6/7
Mandelieu
12 - 14 Allwave Cup, Talamone
13
Bodensee

13
St Laurent du Var
13/14 Crozon-Morgat
19/20 10th Hawaiian Sports Festival,
Rerik
20
Roquebrunoise
20/21 Femina Cup, W, Le Grau du Roi
27
13th Hiddensee
27
Traversée de l’Estuaire de la
Gironde
July
4
17th Periplo dell’ Isola di Bereggi
4
Oxbow Belha’
4/5
Toulon
4/5
Tupuna Cup, Fréjus
5
Telgruc
11
Course des Îles et du Monoï
17 - 19 Rotta del Sale, Pirano
18
7th Lightcom Cup, Schwörstadt
18
Oléron Océan Classic
18
Porquerollaise
25
Bever Outrigger 2
25/26 OC-Ostseecup, Rostock
August
1/2
Heiva Festival, St Mandrier

15

Outrigger-47-Challenge, 		
Bremerhaven
19 - 23 ICF World Championships, Sp,
Milano
26 - 30 French Championships, Lorient
28 - 30 Nelo Summer Challenge, Apulia
September
12
Swiss Challenge, Eglisau
12/13 Ohana Mana Cup, WC, 		
Villasimius
17 - 20 WC, Cagliari
19
Hoalen Challemge, Hossegor
19
Ruahatu Nui - Almanarre, Toulon
19
Tollensesee
26
Translac, Lac du Bourget
26
X-Paddle, NRW-Cup 3, Xanten
26/27 Fort Boyard Challenge
October
3
World Championships, Arue
3
Around Wilhelmstein
3/4
Dutch Coast Race, Castricum aan
Zee
17
Havel Challenge
17
Semi de l’Étang de Berre
31
Armada Cup, Bern

MISCELLANEOUS
May
8 - 10 All Wales Boat Show, Pwllheli
14 - 17 Keswick Mountain Festival
16
Go Wild on the Canal, Banavie
17
Making Waves with Canoes,
Welshpool
23 - 25 Crick Boat Show
June
5 - 7 Beale Park Boat & Outdoor Show
6/7
Mawddach Paddlesport Festival
July
3 - 5 Gemau Cymru
4/5
Somersetshire Coal Canal 		
Festival
18/19 Thames Traditional Boat Rally
August
6 - 9 Llandysul River Festival
October
10
Working Boats at Castle Wharf,
Nottingham
24/25 Student Safety Seminar
November
11
Reel Paddling Film Festival, 		
Liverpool

The mermaid
Robyn canoes with the dolphins
And has great basking sharks
For company
When she is down in Porthleven
Canoeing on those beautiful clear
Cornish Celtic seas.
She actually thinks that she is
A mermaid
As she paddles her sea canoe
Until those wonderful dolphins
Jump out into the air as if to say
A summersault kind of “hello”
And then with a flick of their silver
Tails a mammalian “how do you?”
And yet she never seems to annoy
Them
And she would never ever dream
To seek them out or ever
To get in their way
And yet they always seems to make
A B line for wherever she is that day.
Perhaps it’s because she is a sea
Child and brought up in the ways
Of the sea
But when she is out canoeing she
Always seem to have dolphins
Or basking sharks for paddling company!

Kevin Pyne
Kevin Pyne

SAILING
May
2 - 4 Ullswater, P/O, IC
24 - 29 Coppet Week, S, IC, 		
Saundersfoot
June
6
Blithfield, P/O, IC
20/21 Bala, S, IC
July
3 - 5 Lord Birkett Trophy, IC/OC, 		
Ullswater
4/5
Inland Championships, IC, 		
Llandegfedd
19 - 24 EC, IC, Travemunde
August
17 - 21 Fed Week, S, IC, Hayling Island
September
3 - 6 National Championships, IC,
Stone
5
Isle of Sheppey, IC
26/27 W Kirby, P, IC
October
3/4
Tata Steel, IC, Margam
10
Oxford, P/O, IC
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Publisher contact
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Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily
those of the editor or publishers. References to waters
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is
legally permitted or that they are safe in all conditions.
The editor and publishers can not be held responsible
for any omissions of references to hazards from notes
on these waters. They do not necessarily support
advertising claims nor do they hold themselves
responsible for inadequacies in items of equipment
reviewed here.
Governing body enquiries
Canoeist is the not for profit magazine of Paddlers
International and the International Sea Kayak
Association. Enquiries to governing bodies and
associations should be addressed to them at the
addresses to be found on the Classified page.

Cover: There is only so
much mackerel you can eat.
Arthur Blakey with freshly
caught tea for three on the
Summer Isles. On page
24 Chris Blakey describes
some of the attractions of
this venue off the northwest
of Scotland for a family
canoeing break.
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The glaring difference was in Scotland following devolution, when
one of the first issues to be addressed was the whole spectrum of
countryside access, putting the interests of the public ahead of those
of a rich minority, including party funders. Unusually, younger voters
in Scotland are far more active in politics than their opposite numbers
further south. The independence vote was not the whole story although
ownership of the Scottish countryside has widespread relevance. I see
legislation being put through in Scotland of which, quite frankly, I am
envious. I don’t agree with all of it but much comes as a breath of fresh
air after the situation south of the border.
The Lothian Question has exercised minds. Should Scottish MPs
be able to vote on matters in England and Wales when southern MPs
cannot reciprocate? There are some issues when not only would we be
better off for having Scottish MPs voting but we would be even better
off if English and Welsh MPs were excluded!* We need MPs who are in
contact with the real world.
By the time you read this you will probably be long past the point
of interest in listening to John Humphrys haranguing yet another
politician over funding of some body in which you have limited interest
while you have had weeks of silence on what makes you tick. Everyone
will be bored with the mutual apathy.
Sooner or later politicians down south must begin to work out why
those in Scotland are connecting with the public, especially younger
voters.
At the last election a major issue was MP dishonesty. Fiddling of
expenses was just one form of MPs looking after their self interests.
Others still remain.

And I quote...

... John Boeschen on the joys of firelighting on kayak
trips. ‘Desperate times demand desperate measures. I pull
out my Marin County phone book from the survival
kit I always carry in my blue dry bag. Ripping out one
page at a time from the phone book, I crumple up each
page and stuff it into the smoldering fire. I start ripping
midway through the H’s. It’s not till I’m on the second
last page of the U’s that the fire roars back to life.’

Welsh tidal lagoons
press ahead

The Swansea Bay tidal lagoon will be the world’s first
power generating tidal lagoon. It will project 3km out
into the bay. Tidal Lagoon Power hope to complete the
11km2 lagoon by 2018. The generators will pass a peak
flow of 500m3/s so it will be interesting to see how close
white water paddlers will be able to get to this resource.
The proposed lagoon has the backing of Welsh
Secretary Stephen Crabb and is included in the National

Infrastructure Plan. Cross party political support
and general public acceptance, in contrast with the
widespread opposition to wind turbines, means that
the project is expected to get approval this summer.
However, concern has been expressed about how quickly
the lagoon will silt up.
The rock to be used for the wall of the lagoon will be
brought from St Keverne on the south Cornish coast,
where the quarry will be enlarged and a larger jetty built
out towards the Manacles.
On the basis of the experience gained with this
project Tidal Lagoon Power expect to follow it up with
a second lagoon off Cardiff. This will be a much larger
scheme covering 70km2 and powering 90 turbines. The
containing wall will reach from the mouth of the River
Usk almost to the Cardiff Bay barrage and will loop
out halfway across the mouth of the Severn towards the
English coast at Sand Point. A 400 page environmental
impact assessment has been submitted, an important
milestone in the project, and it is hoped to file a full
planning application in 2017.
Fur ther schemes are proposed for Newpor t,
Bridgwater Bay, Colwyn Bay and west Cumbria.

Stuart Fisher

* I did not name any political parties in this article, deliberately. However, the
day after writing most of it the BBC news website included the following:
‘Scotland’s first minister will tell activists in Glasgow that SNP MPs would
help bring about “positive change” for ordinary people in Scotland and beyond.
‘Ms Sturgeon will vow to be an ally of those across the UK seeking to reform the
“discredited”Westminster system.’

We continue to get requests
from readers and from the trade for
Canoeist to return to a paper format.
A comment to this end the other
day was a reminder that it is now
a decade since we changed to the
electronic format.
In the subsequent years I have
only once seen a canoeing magazine in a newsagent’s shop, even when I
was going into several of them every day, at a time when magazine sales
have been falling across the publishing industry. Despite the sales figures
which were being quoted to advertisers it seems that those who did not
want uncensored canoeing magazines in the high streets have largely got
their way. Je suis Charlie.
On the other hand, means of communication have moved on.
Nearly everyone has a voice, if you know where to listen and can make
headway through the babble. Furthermore, those voices are sometimes
uninhibited in what they say. Quite often Canoeist has known more
about a story than was put in print. Others don’t let shortage of
watertight evidence stop them. Perhaps those with things to hide were
safer in the past than they are now.
For example, failing to report suspicions of wrongdoing now could
land you in trouble whereas reporting such suspicions in the past could
have landed you in huge trouble for libel or defamation. I recall seeing a
worrying incident involving someone about whom there were repeated
rumours, from a college which has been investigated in recent months
for historical child abuse, but did not feel safe to speak out when it
mattered.
Sometimes there is a need to go beyond the superficial, even on
purely canoeing matters. Silencing those who take a look at what is
being pushed under the carpet may not be best for the sport.
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Tamsin Phipps left the
BC union in January.
She was in charge of
access and had been on
the front line regularly
when VIPs needed to
be entertained. Richard
Atkinson, formerly with
the EA, is now head of
access.

Canoeist to
go training

Simon Salem, from a
canoeing background,
has been undertaking
marketing and
fundraising for BW
and the CRT for over a
quarter of a century. He
is due to retire in June
and his future plans
involve global travel but
by train.
The CRT have
announced that their
licence fees will rise by
1.6% this year and that
2016’s increase will be
in line with inflation.
The Broads Authority’s
1.7% rise is the smallest
increase in their history.

A decade
later

Stuart Fisher

Phipps departs

Licence increases

Recreational
drugs

© Crown copyright and database rights 2014 Ordnance Survey 0100031673

Something doesn’t add up. Listen to the mass media and you will
be left with the clear impression that what interests the public is the
funding of the NHS, teachers or the police. Important though those
may be, listen to your mates and it will be much more likely that they
will be discussing where they will or won’t go at the weekend.
It’s not just canoeists. Mountain bikers
have difficulties. Mountaineers are having to
watch their access. Ramblers have to defend
their routes from being ploughed up or
otherwise disrupted.
There are millions of us with parallel
concerns which never get a mention in the
mass media or by prospective politicians.
If asked, they will tell us what we want to
hear. The same things are being said about
rivers now as were being said last year, last
decade, the decade before, the one before
and the one before that. When not pushed
for an answer there is just a deafening silence.
All the three main political parties have, let us say, been economical
with the truth. On the very rare occasion someone in authority has
tried to address the problems he has found himself moved elsewhere.
Politicians wonder why younger people are disillusioned with them. It is
not just younger people, however.
Should you choose one of the old parties you know to be dishonest
or should you go for a new one which will probably turn out no
better? Should you clutch at straws?

The CRT have 11
waterways partnerships
around the country,
instructed to draw
up their visions for
the next decade. The
West Midlands one
has suggested canoe
routes into Birmingham
although they already
seem to be used by
canoes and other boats.

A variation on
recreational drugs is one
to produce vomiting.
It is used to support
applications for sick
leave when all else fails.

Flare concerns
raised again

The Cardiff tidal lagoon proposal with, inset, the Swansea scheme.
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To tie in with
a Goverment
pyroconsultation ISKA
again raised the issue
of the status of the
Nicosignal, whether
or not it has a barrel
and, if so, whether this
is adequate reason for
its effective banning
from use by sea kayak
paddlers. Our case has
been passed on to the
MCA.
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Getting the bird

Coast to coast trail

Voting is currently
taking place to pick a
national bird from a
shortlist of ten. Included
is the mute swan,
conspicuous but a bully
to other river users and
not very intelligent. Is
that what typifies the
British?

The Desmond Family Canoe Trail is to be established
along the Leeds & Liverpool Canal and Aire & Calder
Navigation, the longest designated trail in the country.
It is named after news magnate Richard Desmond, who
is donating £1,300,000. Although the route is already in
existence it is hoped to set up activity centres at regular
intervals and plant community gardens and wildlife
habitats. It should also address the issue of canoes using
navigations, which has been opposed in the past by BW
management because commercial vessels also use it.

2020 vision

Kelly Holmes expected
Holme Pierrepont death

Awakening the Giant
is a tourism strategy
which has been
launched in Scotland
to encourage tourists to
use Scotland’s coastal
and inland water. The
intention is to grow
this part of the tourism
market by a quarter to
£450,000,000 per year
by 2020. The plan is
to expand the boating
sector itself by 40% in
this period.

ICF go for
Olympic gold

Istvan Vaskuti of
Hungary, a 59 year old
C2 sprinter, and Tony
Estanguet, a 36 year old
French C1 slalomist,
have been elected 1st
and 3rd vice presidents
of the ICF respectively.
Both are former Olympic
gold medallists, keeping
this aspect of canoeing
well to the fore within
the ICF. In a closely
fought contest, Britain’s
Greg Smale was ousted
as polo chairman by
Italian Andrea Donzelli.

Salzwasser
Union honours
Tony Ford

The Salzwasser Union
has given Tony Ford
honorary membership,
the first person to
receive this award.
The SU was founded
in 1985 and has 1,000
members. Tony lives in
Germany, from where he
runs the Historic Canoe
& Kayak Association,
and is recovering from
a health problem which
has kept him out of a
kayak for over three
years although he has
managed some open
canoe paddling.
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On Radio 4’s I’ve Never Seen Star Wars, in which
Marcus Brigstock gets guests to try things they have
never done before, Olympic runner Dame Kelly Holmes
had an extremely successful hypnotherapy session to
tackle her fear of water. In the programme she described
canoeing down the Holme Pierrepont slalom course
with some other army instructors but only because
she did not want to be beaten by the males, some of
whom bottled out. She capsized and eventually ended
up hanging onto a slalom pole, thinking she was going
to die.
Candidates for the Henley pageant?

Boat pageants

A boat pageant is to take place at Henley on May 16th
to tie in with the Chelsea Flower Show. Participants are
invited to take part with floating flowerbeds.
The Friends of the Montgomery Canal will be
running canoe weekends this year and including coracle
relay races.

Ouse electric challenge

A challenge over Aug 28 - 30th is for boats to
undertake a 113km cruise from Bedford to Denver
Sluice under electr ic power. The Electr ic Boat
Association will have overnight stops at Buckden, St Ives
and Pope’s Corner so that participants can select one or
more stages as desired. Cedric Lynch, a solar powered
exponent, is taking an interest in this event.

Cedric Lynch in action at Beale Park and a solar
powered canoe which will probably not be on the
Great Ouse.
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Trips

Mike Ranta has set a new record of 12,070km for a
solo paddle, solo if you don’t count his dog. It took just
over seven months to cross Canada from Vancouver to
Cape Breton Island.
Keith Lynch has paddled an open canoe a mere
6,400km from Twin Bridges, Montana, to Dallas in Texas,
during which time his weight dropped a quarter from
84kg to 63kg.
Nick Caiazza and Joe Zimmerman, calling themselves
the Blackwater Difters, spent 163 days on the Jefferson,
Missouri and Mississippi, North America’s longest river
route although it included a number of portages, two
over 20km. They made a film to address environmental
issues.
Colin Wong of Ireland, Shannon Mast of Australia and
Jared Mulligan and Dylan Thomson of New Zealand
(would you have guessed the countries correctly?) from
Expedition Inception, are currently undertaking eight
months of first descents and source to sea trips in South
Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Uganda, Madagascar
and Egypt, looking at water quality issues and warning
of the risks of drowning, which claims more lives than
malaria in the developing world. It will be followed by a
second eight months doing much the same from Turkey
via Iran to Tibet. They are being sponsored by Kokatat,
Gore-Tex and Destination Surf.
Aussie Steve Posselt is undertaking three trips, 340km
from Canberra to Sydney, 6,300km from the Gulf of
Mexico to Hudson Bay and 1,300km from Bristol via
North and South Foreland, the Channel coast and the
Seine to Paris. His Connecting Climate Chaos is claimed
to link extreme weather events to help terminate climate
change.
Undertaking a 4,000km solo trip from Maine to
Guatemala is 63 year old Dr Deb Walters. A university
vice president, she has the complication of needing to
appear smart at various meetings during the one year
trip.
Fiona Weatherall and James Corfe have been paddling
around New Zealand’s South Island after training in surf
in England. They left their mobile phone in a vehicle
while hitch hiking to resupply with food but were
later able to recover it after the finder rang Paul Caffyn,
whose number was stored on it.
Teresa Diehl is making a three year solo
circumnavigation of Australia, stopping off to speak

moderate exercise a week, met by 71% of men and 58%
of women. For children, 78% of boys and 72% of girls
achieve an hour a day. These figures for 2013 show a
steady increase on previous years. Alcohol drinkers also
decreased significantly.
Teresa Diehl is circumnavigating Australia.
to schools. Close encounters have included dolphins,
sealions and killer whales. Peter Thomson is also on his
way round, hoping to finish in under two years and
including Tasmania.
Scott Donaldson is to make a third attempt to cross
the Tasman Sea from Australia to New Zealand. He was
in sight of the coast after 84 days last time when he had
to call for a helicopter when stopped by persistent winds.
Andrew McAuley was lost within sight of the coast after
30 days in 2007.
Polish paddler Aleksander Doba is planning to paddle
across the Atlantic in 2016 from New York at the age of
70. He has already crossed the other way from Senegal
to Brazil and from Lison to Florida in 2013. National
Geographic have given him an Adventurer of the Year
award for 2015.
The 7 Rivers 7 Continents expedition is a multiple
project to paddle the longest river on each continent,
starting in 2007. Completed so far are the Amazon
(6,638km), Missouri/Mississippi (6,083km) and Volga
(3,701km). That leaves the Nile (6,650km), Yangtze
(6,302km), Murray/Darling (4,673km) and 40km of the
Oryx in Antarctica.
Amy and Dave Freeman sailed and paddled 3,200km
from Ely in Minesota to Washington to protest about
mining in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area. Any mining
could leach heavy metals and sulphuric acid into the
waters.
Five dugout canoes were paddled 2,000km from the
sea to the source of the Columbia River. The three
month trip was to draw attention to a journey salmon
could no longer make because of damming.
Kr istin Gates’ first kayak tr ip was a 3,200km
solo down the Yukon by Folbot to the Bering Sea.
(Interestingly, my own first kayak was a Folbot which
had been intended for a Yukon expedition.)

The Olympic legacy

A survey by UK Active has shown that Richmond on
Thames, Wandsworth, Leeds, Lambeth and Bedford, in
that order, have the lowest number of inactive adults. The
highest numbers are in Newham, Barking & Dagenham,
Blackpool, Tameside and Stoke-on-Trent. Newham
hosted the 2012 Olympic Games. Watching other people
being active is not the same as taking part in sport. This
survey measured at least half an hour a week of moderate
exercise, achieved by 84% of adults in Richmond but
only 61% in Newham.
In Scotland, the target is two and a half hours of

Reel films in Liverpool

After touring around North America, the Reel
Paddling Film Festival will have a final showing in
Liverpool on Nov 11th. Ray Mears’ We Belong to It is
one of 23 films, including several on kayak angling and
stand up paddleboarding. The Grand Canyon of the Stikine
has been voted the best white water paddling film.

Land ownership

Some years ago Llangollen Anglers proudly proclaimed
that the Serpent’s Tail Slalom could not go ahead until all
the riparian owners had given permission and that the
slalom organizers had failed to identify one piece of land
and its owner.
The Scottish Government are proposing to bring all
their land registry documents together so that there is
transparency over who owns what land and to restrict
companies, trusts and bodies from owning land to those
within the EU although individuals worldwide will not
be restricted.
As students we had to deal with some large
landowners in getting permission to run Invercanny
Slalom. One landowner was a Newmarket racehorse
owner who refused absolutely but we managed to
avoid his property. Another was the local laird, a direct
descendent of Queen Victoria’s Mr Brown, who was
delighted to see students doing something positive at a
time when they were generally getting a bad press over
demonstrations and lax morals and was prepared to move
the date of his angling party to accommodate us. The
last was a Wiltshire lady, up whose tree lined avenue we
drove and by whose fireplace with its burning tree trunk
we waited until she could see us but she sent us away
with a donation to buy a trophy, the silver tray Salt Vat
Trophy if it is still in use. For two of those landowners
we felt it was an experience rather more memorable than
just requesting permission.

Tombstoning protest

Police and the RNLI have protested after a paddler
in a playboat was photographed taking a 6m drop off a
groyne into the sea at Brighton, applauded by spectators.
In the past, bridge jumping, which has now been given
more scope by calling it tombstoning, has been frowned
upon as it has been copied by those with less knowledge
of how and where to land and what lies under the water.
Nearly 100 people have been hurt, some fatally, in the
last decade while jumping into shallow water, not least
Oxford students off Magdalen Bridge into the Cherwell
during May morning celebrations.

Broads trust
wins award

The 65 volunteers of
the Nancy Oldfield Trust
at Neatishead have been
named UK National
Parks Volunteer Group
of the Year, which comes
with a £1,000 cheque.
They have provided
residential canoeing
and other watersports
holidays for disabled and
disadvantaged groups
for three decades. One
group come to take part
in watersports and then
alternate weekends they
undertake gardening for
the centre.

Working boats
at Castle Wharf

An event at
Nottingham’s Castle
Wharf on October 10th
should see a score of
working boats returning
to this noted FMC depot.
Boat trips and canoeing
will be available for
those who want to be on
the water, there will be
family events, craft stalls
and live music for those
who prefer to be beside
it and the event will
coincide with the Robin
Hood Beer & Cider
Festival at Nottingham
Castle.

Scottish ferry
fares slashed

The Scottish
Government have been
rolling out the Road
Equivalent Tariff for
ferries to the islands.
The RET sets the fare at
what it would cost to
go the same distance
by road. The remaining
routes will be addressed
by October 2015.
The figure for a single
passenger will be
reduced by an average
of 44% while car fares
are being cut by an
average of 55%. Routes
which had already
benefited have seen
increased tourist trade
and island economies
have been helped.

101 things to do with a dead canoe... use it for comfortable seating.
CANOEIST May 2015
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Boston barrier
planned

Kayak sub

The decision has
been made to construct
a tidal flood barrier at
Boston. Although the
primary objective is to
prevent a repeat of the
2014 flooding of Boston
it will also result in the
Haven section of the
River Witham between
the Grand Sluice and the
Black Sluice Lock on the
South Forty Foot Drain
ceasing to be tidal,
likely to be appreciated
by the users of the
Fens Waterways Link,
still to be completed.
The Boston fishing
fleet and commercial
vessels might find it less
convenient.

Coal canal
festival

The Somersetshire
Coal Canal Society have
reopened 1.2km of their
canal between Paulton
and Radford and will
be running a festival on
Jul 4/5th. They wish to
see as many people as
possible on the water
as photographs of boats
in use will show local
people that they mean
business and have
started to reconnect
Paulton to the Kennet &
Avon Canal at Dundas
Aqueduct, a route
abandoned in 1904.
Details are available
from Richard Fox (no,
not that one) on 01761
479391.

Oli Feuillette has built himself a kayak submarine, not
a squirt boat but a craft which can stay down for hours.
For surface travel he uses split shaft paddles with a curved
shaft reaching over the deck. The shaft cross section
is now circular, unlike his flattened shaft which failed
catastrophically at a past world freestyle championships.
Once in place he ships the paddles, closes the lid and
submerges. Propulsion appears to be by what looks like
a propeller on a long pole but actually waves from side
like a fish tail. The submarine surfaces quietly before the
hatch is opened and the paddles are used to return to the
shore.

The All Wales Boat Show moves from Conwy to Pwllheli on May 8 - 10th this year to benefit from the extra
space available at Plas Heli. Kayak paddling, dragon boat racing and stand up paddleboarding will be among
the attractions.

This Girl Can

Sport England have been running a £10,000,000
advertising campaign under the slogan This Girl Can
in order to encourage women into sport. There have
been the inevitable winges that the text or pictures are
not politically correct in every aspect but for those in
the real world it is an excellent campaign, ranging from
top athletes to quite ordinary people. Well done, Sport
England.
Sports clothing manufacturers are seeing increased
sales of women’s sportswear. The increase in sales of
Nike’s women’s kit is now outpacing men’s.

US bodies rejoin
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One of the more
interesting manifestoes
from past elections
was by Screaming
Lord Sutch’s Monster
Raving Looney party,
who intended to tow
the House of Commons
around the country on a
piece of string if elected.
String aside, the idea of
taking MPs to see other
parts of the country and
their issues was a good
one. Now the Scottish
Cabinet are holding
meetings in various
cities around Scotland
and it seems that even
Westminster MPs may
need to go somewhere
else while the decorators
are in. Hopefully it will
be to somewhere they
can learn something
rather just an office
block round the corner.

Paddle with Ray Mears and Becky Mason

Ontario Tourism are running a competition to paddle with Ray Mears in the Wabakimi Provincial Park over Aug
6 - 13th. The winner and partner will be flown from London to Thunder Bay to join two North American winners,
Ray Mears and Becky Mason for a five day wilderness trip. There will also be a £500 Cotswold Outdoor Store
voucher and two Garmin GPS units. Competition entry closes at the end of May and the winner will be the first
applicant picked at random. Entrants need to be UK residents who are over 21 years old. Entry details can be found
at http://adventure.travelontario.co.uk/competition.

Over the years there has been enthusiasm for using
canoes as sidecars. Note that most of them are for
driving on the left of the road.
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The British Marine
Federation have
presented their annual
boat user survey,
involving 26.8% of UK
adults over 16. Female
participation in boating
has been rising steadily
over the last five years
although addicts are
more likely to be male
(28% versus 17%). Over
55s have increased
by 66% since 2002
although younger age
groups remain steady.
Canoeing now involves
1,500,000 adults or
3.1% of the adult
population. Canoes and
kayaks account for 47%
of the boats owned,
573,614, although many
people own more than
one, numbers having
increased by 55% since
2010.

Getting MPs
off their seats

In the early 1990s USA Canoe & Kayak was set
up, taking the elite Olympic disciplines away from
the American Canoe Association, which was left with
the remaining second class competition disciplines,
recreation, expeditions and education. The result has
been that the US men have not had any Olympic medals
since 1992 and the women nothing for over a decade.
ACA executive director Bob Lally has now also been
appointed chairman of USACK with the intention of
bringing the two bodies back together for recovery of
lost ground.

Keswick
by night

Keswick Mountain
Festival takes place
again on May 14 - 17th.
As well as the mountain
bits there will be plenty
of low level activity,
including moonlit
canoeing for those
over 8. Keswick Canoe
& Bushcraft will be
running open canoe trips
on the River Derwent
between Derwentwater
and Bassenthwaite
Lake for beginners over
10, a 5km half day
grade 1 run for £40
including canoe hire
and instruction. Over 6s
can experience Discover
Canoeing. Stand up
paddleboarding is also
included. Ray Mears will
talk at 8.15pm on the
Saturday.

Participation
figures

Derrick anticipated this
back in 2003.
CANOEIST May 2015
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Katy Clark (N Ayrshire & Arran, Lab) and Gordon Marsden
(Blackpool S, Lab) have been obtaining parliamentary Written Answers
from Department for Transport Minister John Hayes about the
operation of the coastguard service month by month, bringing out into
the open much data, particularly related to the west coast.
Katy Clark has shown that Stornoway and Belfast, the only MRCCs
remaining on the west coast north of the Irish Sea, were undermanned
during up to two thirds of shifts, simultaneously on 126 occasions out
of 730 shifts in 2014, relevant because of the service’s policy of pairing
centres to cover for each other when short staffed.
John Hayes says the historic risk assessed watch level assessments at
MRCCs ‘err strongly on the side of caution’ which implies that less
caution is now being applied.
Gordon Marsden obtained data on Holyhead and, before its
closure, Liverpool, including the numbers employed at each centre on
successive dates. No members of staff were transferred from Liverpool
to Holyhead in the last three years. No record was kept of training of
Holyhead staff by Liverpool staff on the coastline covered by Liverpool
but Holyhead staff were involved in Liverpool operations and carried
out watchkeeping at the Liverpool centre to gain experience.
John Hayes said ‘I have asked for a fresh appraisal of the relationships
between the available levels of resource and need in the light of the
benefit of the new structure.’
Gordon Marsden obtained data relating to the new National
Maritime Operations Centre at Fareham. An average of six staff were
on the night shift during the October/November period. Each MRCC
should be able to draw on a minimum pool of 16 staff and only
Shetland, London and Thames fell short of this in November. Staffing
levels depend on the time of the week and season. In October the
NMOC covered the former Solent and Portland MRCC areas. In
addition, from 3rd to 17th only, it covered the Falmouth area. Clearly,
less than six staff were covering three former MRCC areas at times
before pairing arrangements are taken into consideration, compared
with at least 16 per area beforehand. John Hayes said the Coastguard
Operations Centres ‘do not have fixed geographic boundaries. Workload
is managed at the network rather than the individual centre level’,
unlike the MRCCs, a statement likely to be of concern to those
who claimed that local knowledge would be lost with the closure of
MRCCs.
Statistics have been given for manning in each centre and it is
reported that 84 coastguards have taken voluntary redundancy, again
likely to be of concern to those who warned of loss of knowledge.
John Hayes said that 50% of the staff at the NMOC had received the
amount of training and level of qualification required by the beginning
of November 2014 but that all were expected to be completely trained
and qualified when the centre is fully operational in December 2015.
He confirmed that the NMOC’s VHF radio network, carrying
Channel 16 broadcasts, had suffered a ‘temporary reduction’ of 1 hour
47 minutes on February 8th. This affected the whole of the coast from
Beachy Head to the Mull of Galloway except the Bristol Channel. It
had not affected the 999 service or coordination of lifeboats, coastguard
rescue teams or SAR helicopters to any incidents around the coast, he
said. Business Contingency Plans, already in place, had allowed vessels
in the affected areas to continue to make contact with the Coastguard
Service. The Channel 16 issue has now been resolved and is ‘currently
fit for service’, both generally and for the new national network.

He gave Gordon Marsden data showing that between August 2013
and February 2015 Milford Haven’s staff reduced from 23 to 22 and that
Swansea’s reduced from 25 to 20.
When Swansea MRCC closed, two of their staff transferred to
Milford Haven and four went to the national network. This implies that
in 18 months the number of staff based on the Bristol Channel, with
their local knowledge, reduced from 48 to 24. The next nearest MRCCs
are Holyhead and Falmouth.
Gordon Marsden told ISKA that the situation would be
unsatisfactory even when completed and he wanted a meeting to
discuss the problems.
The issue of undermanning of coastguard centres and their search
and rescue abilities was brought to the fore in a Westminster Hall debate.
Leading was Angus Brendan MacNeill (Na h-Eileanan an Iar, SNP),
supported by Bill Esterson (Sefton Central, Lab) and Jim Shannon
(Strangford, DUP).
Three years after reorganization with changes and closures of rescue
centres there are repeated reports of undermanning. New staff who
were recruited six months earlier were unpaid and unable to take
up their posts until they had undertaken training courses, not due
for several months. Former coastguards were being called back and
overtime worked to address the shortfall. When Angus MacNeill visited
Stornoway coastguard they were at 75% strength despite covering the
Atlantic halfway to Canada.
One coastguard officer had told another ‘Let’s hope the latest
Minister does something, because the whole issue - the closure of
stations, the loss of experienced staff, the undermanning - is a disaster
waiting to happen.’ Some staff have been stressed and left because senior
management have been critical of them. Operational staff are too busy
to be released to train recruits, who should obtain most of their skills in
the working environment.
Responding, John Hayes said that the unions had given their support
to the changes and that geographical location of staff was becoming
of decreasing importance. Effects of the changes are being reviewed
frequently.
The MCA report that Solent, Portland, Brixham, Swansea and
Liverpool MRCCs have closed. Falmouth, Milford Haven and
Holyhead have been linked to the NMOC.
Thames Maritime Rescue Centre will close in June. Remaining
to be upgraded and linked to the national network were Humber
in April, Aberdeen in July, Shetland in August, Belfast in September,
Stornoway in October and Dover and London in December. This will
allow workload to be shared been individual stations when they are
overstretched. Perhaps the National Coastwatch Institution will show
interest in some of these abandoned locations for lookout points.
Angus Robertson (Moray, SNP) obtained a Written Answer from
John Hayes on search and rescue aircraft availability. Sea Kings are
located at Lossiemouth, Boulmer, Leconfield, Wattisham, Culdrose,
Chivenor, Valley and Prestwick, Coastguard S92s at Stornoway and
Sumburgh and Coastguard AW139s at Lee-on-Solent and Portland.
In an upbeat speech on the maritime industry at Westminster on
March 10th John Hayes said ‘The ever-present danger of the seas is why
we invested £1.6 billion in the search and rescue helicopters, a vital
service that operates in very difficult conditions to help 6,000 people a
year.
‘And when the coastguard transformation programme is finished in
December, capability will improve still further.’

Broads changes

The Norfolk Broads have been renamed as the Broads National
Park, the name already being used for them by many others. A public
consultation saw 79% of respondents supporting the change. The three
purposes of conservation, recreation and navigation are given equal
weight and the Broads Authority have taken a positive line in the past
in promoting sustainable recreation and boating, including setting up
canoe hire centres. None of the other 14 National Parks is required
to promote navigation. Navigation interests have expressed concern
that the rebranding might result in conservation being given a higher
priority over navigation. However, encouragement might be taken from
the latest appointments.
Professor Jacqui Burgess, who rowed as a student and now sails, is
the new Broads Authority chairman and canoeist Sir Peter Dixon is
the new vice chairman. One of two other new members appointed is
Matthew Bradbury, who learned to canoe on the Broads, still canoes on
them and is a trustee of the BMC’s Access & Conservation Trust. John
Ash, the other new member, also sails.
A canoe access point has been opened at Carey’s Meadow, east
of Norwich, the only city in a national park. The £12,000 facility
includes brushes to clean away any possible killer shrimps, should they
be present. More small craft access points are to be added in an attempt
to increase use of the river below New Mills. This forms one of eight
canoe trails designated by the Broads Authority.

Dr Stephen Johnson hands over to Prof
Jacqui Burgess

Matthew Bradbury

Hilary Franzen photographs

A
‘ disaster waiting to happen’

John Ash

Sir Peter Dixon

The Broads have produced a canoe trail map for Norwich to encourage more use of the city’s waterways.

Ian Player
1927 - 2014

‘Hurry up. They’re gaining on us.’
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Audrey Sutherland

In 1951 Ian Player founded the Dusi Marathon from
Pietermaritzburg to Durban, winning the first race despite being bitten
by a snake, and winning again in 1953 and 1954. It is one of the world’s
leading canoe marathons, currently drawing an entry of 2,000.
He went on to become a noted conservationist, finally Chief Nature
Conservator of Natal & Zululand. He received two doctorates and
various civilian honours.
His younger bother, Gary, is a leading golfer.

1921 - 2015

Still paddling at 94 but not as often as before, Audrey Sutherland has
finally beached at her home in Hawaii. Her adventures, frequently solo
in an inflatable kayak, were often featured in Paddlers World and totalled
over 22,000km
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MMO
inadequate
skills

The first triennial
review of the
Marine Management
Organisation generally
supports its work and
makes allowances
for the fact that it is a
new body faced with
a declining budget.
Stakeholders have
commented on the
inadequacy of skills
of the staff but these
should improve with
experience.

Mackerel shark
at Barmouth

A dead mackerel
shark has been found on
the beach at Barmouth.
Normally found in
warmer waters, this
species resembles the
mako, can grow up to
3m long, weighs up to
140kg and can swim at
over 50km/h.

Towpath
improvements

The CRT have
produced a national
policy for towpaths.
Barriers which cause
problems for people
portaging (and for most
other users) are just one
of the outstanding issues
Paddlers International
has taken up with the
CRT and which they
have yet to answer.

Medway
group rates

Magna Carta
was not a shopping list

This June people will be falling over themselves to
say how they support the principles of Magna Carta.
The document presented to and signed by King John
was an entity, not something from which we could pick
the clauses we liked and ignore the rest. Clause 33 talked
of removing the weirs from all English rivers so that
they did not obstruct navigation. While that clause was
subsequently renumbered and finally deleted, it did not
change the right of navigation, just referring to the weirs
obstructing it.
It is the usual policy that anything is allowed until
legal action is taken to prevent it. Take smoking in
cars carrying children, flying drones or using mobile
phones while dr iving as recent examples. Even
canoeing’s fiercest critics have been unable to point to
any legislation removing the general right of navigation.
As we celebrate the 800th anniversary of Magna
Carta, let us remember that successive governments of all
persuasions have chosen to overlook Clause 33 of Magna
Carta and only in Scotland have we seen progress since
the 750th anniversary.
Magna Carta is something you support or oppose. You
cannot support just your favourite clauses.
Previous Defra Waterways Minister Richard Benyon in
Westminster told PI that he did not know what the law
says on river access, had no plans to find out and refused
to meet those who had researched the law. The other
leading political parties south of the border have been no
more positive over a number of decades.
Current Defra policies ignore the law and Magna
Carta Clause 33. They also appear to ignore Clause 45,
which says that ‘We will not make justices, constables,
sheriffs or bailiffs who do not know the law of the land
and mean to observe it well.’

In June an 800 boat
Magna Carta flotilla will
gather at Runnymede
to mark the 800th
a n n i ve r s a r y o f t h e
signing. The organizers
are considering PI’s call
for the flotilla to include
reference to Clause 33 in
the title, so that people
will be encouraged to
ask what that entails. This was the clause with particular
relevance to boat users. The organizers’ website already
quotes Clause 45 on a banner.

The world’s capital
of adventure tourism?

On April Fool’s Day the Welsh Government declared
that 2016 would be designated the Year of Adventure
to promote Wales as the world’s capital of adventure
tourism, supported by Bear Grylls, Richard Parks and
a trampoline park. Could China now declare itself the
world’s capital of human rights?
People wishing to undertake adventure activities on
the non tidal rivers of Wales face the most repressive
management situation of any country in the world. War
zones excepted, home nationals have more freedom to
use their own rivers in Russia, China, Iran or any other
country you care to name than they do in Wales. Only
England comes close to being as restricted. Americans
know ‘England’ as the benchmark for how bad river
access can get.
There was hope that the 2003 Land Reform Act,
which gave modern legislation to Scotland, could be
replicated in Wales but there have been policy U turns
and John Watkins, Welsh Head of Outdoor Recreation

The EA have prepared
a document for clubs
and youth organizations
to allow them the
pay for licences on
unpowered craft on the
Medway at reduced
rates. The boats need to
be owned by the clubs.

MoD told to
rethink Raasay

Scottish Rural Affairs
Secretary Richard
Lochhead has told the
MoD to work more
closely with Marine
Scotland and to be
more transparent about
defence activity needs.
Local residents and
fishing interests should
be given more time to
consider changes to the
Raasay ranges.
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The Trent & Mersey Canal runs through Fradley Wood, peacefully at present.

HS2 diverted

The CRT and IWA have been successful in campaigning for the rerouting of HS2 at Fradley. The railway would
have crossed the Trent & Mersey Canal twice but will now run alongside. The noise will still be there but the visual
intrusion will be reduced.
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Policy, was removed from his post. His Green Paper, due
to be published in April 2014, has yet to appear.
Those opposed to r iver access talk of access
agreements as the way forward, as they have done for
the last half century. Canoe Wales has now formally
abandoned all of the few access agreements it has been
able to negotiate. Natural England has said that access
agreements are unacceptable for their coastal path and
ramblers agree with canoeists that they do not work.
Only when Wales gets a modern approach to river
access will the adverse publicity stop and Wales be able to
begin to cast off its current reputation. At present there is
not even light at the end of the tunnel.
Neither Bear Grylls nor Richard Parks have replied so
far to requests for their comments.

Environmental priorities
and consultations

Environmental consultations have been coming thick
and fast. Defra had one on a second tranche of Marine
Conservation Zones, this time 23 of them. At the same
time, 10 of the original MCZs are to have additional
features, this potential creep of influence having been of
concern to other users since before the first MCZs were
designated.
Part of the MCZ project included Reference Areas.
These were held back because they were so controversial
and were expected to feature complete no-go areas to
see whether these would have any effect on wildlife.
They have now been renamed Highly Protected Areas
and consideration is being given to whether they are
needed at all, regardless of what was said about their
absolute necessity initially.
The Marine Management Organisation issued a
summary following the consultation which took place
in July for the South Offshore and South Inshore Marine
Plan Areas. It contains the draft vision and objectives for
the coast from Folkestone to the River Dart. There is no
detail, to the extent that some people want even names
of towns withheld until later.
Following the MMO’s East Marine Plans, for which
they accepted the public consultation was unsatisfactory,
they held workshops on the South Inshore and Offshore
Marine Plans in February in Brighton, Southampton and
Exmouth. ISKA attended the Southampton workshop
and noted significant dissent among delegates over the
way the process was being handled.
The Welsh Government held a Marine Strategy
Framework Director y Prog ramme of Measures
consultation in Cardiff. ISKA suggested pressure of users
on the sea resulted partly from the policy being adopted
by Defra towards them on inland rivers.
On 26th Feb the Severn Estuary Partnership issued
a survey, to be completed by the following day, on
stakeholders in the Welsh Government’s Marine GIS
planning portal, also affecting the Pembrokeshire Coastal
Forum.
River Basin Management Plan consultation for the
Scotland River Basin District, National Resources
Wales’ Dee & Western Wales plan and the EA’s English
plans consultations have all been open. The cross
border Solway Tweed plan continues until June 9th and
must result in some interesting discussions where the
border follows rivers. Scottish law has all rivers open
to navigation whereas a Westminster Minister has said
that Defra do not know what the law says about boats
on inland rivers (apart from major navigations), has
no plans to find out and would not meet those who
have researched the law. Instead, they take the line that
navigation is banned. No reference is made to boats on
smaller rivers in their River Basin Management Plans.
The MMO are carrying out a study on the potential
for growth in all aspects of the marine sector. Ensuring
that restrictions are not placed in the way of current
activity would appear to be a more pressing need.

Rare newts?

The presence of great crested newts is seen as reason
to delay everything from canal restoration to new
infrastructure projects. Iain Stewart (Milton Keynes
S, Con) asked for an estimate of great crested newt
numbers. Defra Minister George Eustice replied in a
Written Answer that ‘Great crested newt populations
show large natural fluctuations and it is not possible or
appropriate to estimate the actual numbers. Instead, great
crested newts are monitored by assessing the number of
ponds they occupy. In 2011 it was estimated that there
were approximately 53,720 occupied ponds.’ If each
pond has 100 newts, say, then the total population for
England would be 5,000,000 (just the ones Defra has
discovered), perhaps a tenth of the human population.
How many newts would be required before they could
be taken off the endangered list?
Questions at Westminster have related to wildlife and
water quality. Sir Tony Baldry (Banbury, Con) noted
that Cherwell District Council’s new coat of arms will
feature the River Cherwell and the Oxford Canal. He
and Stephen Metcalfe (S Basildon & E Thurrock, Con)
both asked what steps were being taken to clean up
Britain’s rivers and waterways. Efra Secretary of State
Elizabeth Truss replied that 16,000km of rivers had been
cleaned. This Government had seen phosphate pollution
fall by a fifth and ammonia by a sixth as sewage pollution
was tackled and a new countryside stewardship scheme
will give further grants to farmers for reducing their
river pollution.
On the issue of wildlife, Andrew Robothan (S Leics,
Con) asked for a review of the measures to protect newts
and bats. The EU Habitats Directive had been gold
plated by Natural England and others and was costing
millions of pounds. He could have received a 12 year jail
sentence and £120,000 fine for removing two dozen
newts from his cellar.
Some might make comparison with the Purton
Hulks on the Severn estuary, the first of which only
received Scheduled Ancient Monument status in 2010
as protection from the souvenir hunters, vandals and
arsonists, despite the fact that every blade of grass
surrounding them was already protected legally.

Cleaner waters

All of Wales’ 102 designated bathing waters met the
Mandatory European standard in 2014. The higher
Guideline standard was met by 90 of them.
P rov i d i n g p a r l i a m e n t a r y W r i t t e n A n swe r s ,
Waterways Minister Dan Rogerson said that ‘Seven
river maintenance pilots have been launched to allow
farmers to clear silt and other blockages from their
waters. He talked of ‘transparent decision making that
involves environmental interests with others in these
local steering groups for the pilots.’ The catchment based
approach used so far has ignored boat users on all except
the major navigations. It should be noted that farmers
will be allowed to clear blockages but not pressed to do
so. No action was taken by the EA for several years to
clear or have cleared dangerous trees which had fallen
across the Thames between Cricklade and Lechlade,
here a navigation even they do not dispute, often used
by canoes. Backwaters in Oxford are cleared by Thames
Traditional Boat Society members while Kingfisher
Canoe Club clear the Swift Ditch in Abingdon, both
undisputed navigations and both in areas which have had
serious flooding in recent years.
The independent National Capital Committee have
called on the Government for a 25 year investment
plan to tackle the longterm decline in England’s natural
environment and what it offers the public in the way of
clean air, clean water, food and recreation. They say that
getting people out of doors will improve their mental
and physical health and be a good value investment by
saving on health spending.
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Pennywort for
your thoughts

The CRT have
been tackling floating
pennywort on the River
Stort between Bishop’s
Stortford and Harlow.
They would like to
be told of any other
sightings as this invasive
plant can grow up to
200mm/day. It can
double its weight in
three days.

Flows to be
returned to
the Cour

Flows are to be
returned to 6km of the
Cour, drained in the
1920s by the Lochaber
hydropower scheme.
The river is a tributary
to the Spean, joining
on the south side below
Inverroy. Thus, Railway
Bridge Falls and the
lower gorge will see
increased flows. Lack of
a road up the Cour will
detract from any usage
by paddlers.
South of the border
the EA are investigating
the effect of multiple
hydroelectric scheme
together rather than
looking at each
proposed scheme in
isolation.

AT evidence still
not presented

Last August the
Angling Trust demanded
that various canoeing
bodies take down
access information from
their websites (Nov 14,
p17) as, finally, they
were going to present
evidence that Douglas
Caffyn’s researches
were wrong, something
nobody else has been
able to do in the decade
since he went public.
The AT’s threats of
court action for failing
to comply with their
demands have been
ignored and they have
yet to present any
evidence, eight months
on.

Angling
promoted again

Both the EA and
Natural Resources Wales
are running campaigns
promoting angling.
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Radical ideas
from Prince
Charles

Talking to the BBC
about radicalization of
young people, Prince
Charles said ‘What I
have been trying to
do all these years with
the Prince’s Trust is to
find alternatives for
adolescents and people
at a young age, for
constructive paths for
them to channel their
enthusiasm, their energy,
that sense of wanting to
take risks and adventure
and aggression and all
these things.
‘But you have to
channel them into
constructive paths.’
Would he or, indeed,
the BBC be prepared
to challenge those who
claim watersports on
inland rivers in England
and Wales are not
legal, just venues for
the exclusive use of the
rich? Some people do
not need channelling,
just being allowed to
undertake their own
activities.
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The CRT held drop in sessions in Welshpool to
determine what community events they should run on
the Montgomery Canal. Their publicity document was
misleading. It talked of bringing back canal boats after
80 years and of 13km being navigable with most of the
rest dry. It was accompanied by a canoeing photograph,
just in case the public thought they were talking only
about powered craft. In October 1990 Canoeist published
a 7 page guide to 53km of the canal from Aberbechan
to the Llangollen Canal after paddling or portaging
the whole length (admittedly walking the Perry Moor
section without the kayak as it was dry at the time) to

Esquif cease
trading

research it and the whole of the canal is all featured
in Canals of Britain. Included in the magazine guide
was one photo of a narrowboat in use and we could
have shown others moored on the canal. There are
strong feelings about the annexation by wildlife interests
of what was constructed as a transport route and the
requirement to build nature reserves. At a meeting in
England that week it was described as one of the two
most disgraceful canals in the country. The other was
not named but could well have been the Pocklington
Canal, if not the River Derwent, both heavily restricted
by environmentalists. We know there have been serious
problems with domination by conservationists on the
Montgomery for many years but PI suggested that the
CRT should not understate what is currently usable. We
want to able to use boats along the whole of the canal.

Canadian firm Esquif
Canoes have ceased
trading. A knock on
problem is that they
were about to produce
T-Formex, seen as a
replacement for Royalex
after its cessation of
production. Nova Craft
had already planned to
make a number of their
models in T-Formex and
so face a dilemma.

Nova Craft take
the big drop

Jeans for canoeing

The picture used by the CRT to support the Montgomery Canal publicity, showing that they were not
thinking just of narrowboats.

INCIDENT FILE
Tywi search

Paddlers were among a team of 50 searching for a
missing Carmarthen schoolboy. The 11 year old fell into
the river while playing with his brother.

MCA silence
over kayak fatality

A kayak paddler died in the Firth of Forth at
Musselburgh on Friday 13th March. In the past ISKA
would have talked to the Forth Maritime Rescue
Centre to see if there was anything we could learn for
avoiding such an accident in the future. Unfortunately
Forth MRCC has now been closed and there has
been a marked inability or unwillingness to part with
information.
The Maritime & Coastguard Agency in Fareham
would only say that a search had been carried out by
a lifeboat, local fishing boats and a helicopter from
Boulmer in England. They said there were whitecaps
(implying force 4) and a northeasterly but the weather
was calm.
Police Scotland in Stirling would only say that the
victim was a fit 40 year old serving police officer.
Clearly, somebody knows much more detail of
what happened. If the MCA’s reluctance to part with
information is an aspect of the closing down of MRCCs,
reducing staff and leaving rescues to be coordinated by
staff anywhere around the country who happen to be
free at the time this is a further cause for concern.
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We are always told that jeans are the worst clothing
to wear for paddling, being cold, wet and slow to dry
after getting any water on them. However, Howies have
come up with jeans made from Epic cotton, which looks
and feels like denim but is rainproof, windproof and
breathable, making it comfortable to wear. Rather than
having a coating, each fibre is treated by an encapsulation
process and this water resistance is not affected by
repeated washing. Men’s jeans cost £89.
Many of their clothing items are now made from
Modal, which is 50% beech wood. They also have HD
wool, rather thinner
than feather s for
quilted jackets.
Helium
and
Shelium jackets for
him and her cost
£49, weigh 110g
and pack down into
their own pockets,
their names reflecting
the light weight. His
is S, M, L or XL in
dark blue or kiwi
green while hers is
also available in XS,
in blue yonder or
smoked pearl.

The Advanced Elements Airfusion Elite is a 4m x
710mm PVC kayak which weighs 15kg and will carry
110kg. It has inflatable gunwales and chine tubes
reinforced with aluminium tubes, assembly taking
about 10 minutes. Below the hatch cover is a roll top
seal as might be found on a drybag. Performance
is claimed to be comparable with a canvas folding
kayak. RRP is £968.

Matt Oliver

The Scottish
Marine Plan has been
published. The Scots
continue to employ
transparency in their
proposals and boat users
will not find much of
concern in their plan.
Some MSPs have
declared the Scottish
Marine Plan as ‘not fit
for purpose’ after five
years of preparation.
Cross party
environment committee
convener Rob Gibson
said the plan ‘will create
conflict by having
highly prescriptive
actions in some areas,
while setting out vague
aspirations in others.’
The Scottish Marine
Plan was claimed by a
Scottish Government
spokesman as having
gained ‘widespread
support’ in its
consultation phase. The
details were welcomed
by those who might be
affected, contrasting
with the vague
aspirations and lack of
detail with enforcement
methods looming south
of the border.

Montgomery Canal
confusing information

Gill’s Pro Top uses 2Dot laminated fabrics for
greater protection and durability, the hydrophobic
component allowing water to escape. The 4363
comes in blue, red, black or silver, XS to XXL, and
the women’s 4363W offers just blue or black in sizes
10 - 16, all at £100.

Nova Craft have tested
the TuffStuff Expedition
in one of their canoes
by dropping it 30m off
their warehouse roof. It
sustained some damage
but was able to be
paddled straight away.
This was not the first
time a test of this natures
has been used in North
America to demonstrate
the robustness of
materials used.

Online insurance
quotes

Perkins Slade, one of
the largest independent
insurers, have set up a
24/7 Sports Insurance
website to give online
quotes on sports
insurance for clubs and
coaches. It offers cover
for issues from advice
given to content of
websites as required.

Energy drink
ban proposed

Howard Blythe

Scottish Marine
Plan presented

The Gill Regatta Race Timer is unusual in that it is
only for racing, including a countdown timer, audible
alerts and a key lock function. It does not take
photographs, make phonecalls or play games. The
26mm digital display is claimed to be the clearest on
the market, comes in black, red or yellow and costs
£70.

The Action on Sugar
campaign has called
for children under 16
to be banned from
having energy drinks.
They say children can
get enough energy from
fruit, vegetables, pasta
and rice. The British Soft
Drinks Association say
they are called energy
drinks for a reason
with plenty of options
for those who wish to
exclude sugar.

Gill’s bifocals, in +1.5 and +2.5 diopter strengths for
reading, float if dropped, like all their eyewear. They
have seven layers, protecting against UVA, UVB and
UVC radiation and shed salt, sunscreen, skin oils and
fingerprints. The 9663 sunglasses in black cost £55.
CANOEIST May 2015
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Yak have appointed Tom Bowker as their European
sales manager. He comes from a background of
racing small dinghies.

Engineers at
Portsmouth University
have discovered that
limpets’ teeth have the
highest tensile strength
of any biological
material ever tested,
exceeding spiders’
webs and Kevlar. They
are matched only
by carbon fibre. The
mineral fibres are thin
but tightly packed, a
principle which could
be used in manmade
composites. The teeth
are less than 1mm long.
How many other animal
parts have been tested
before arriving at this
discovery?

Ukranian NeoBoat build woodstrip canoes,
enthusiastically supported by West System, who
provide the epoxy used for finishes.

Measuring your
every move

Research
published in
the Journal
of Applied
Psychology
suggests caffeine
makes exercise
feel easier. While
coffee is the best known form of caffeine, guarana
seeds contain at least twice the concentration.
BodyMe offer ground guarana powder to be added
to cold drinks. It costs £6.49 per bag.
Dr Zak’s bagels are claimed to
have over twice the protein of
normal bagels and have higher
fibre but lower carbohydrates.
The multi grain and seed
version is soon to be followed
by cinnamon and raisin. They
cost £3.50 for four.

Coconoil is cold pressed virgin
coconut oil. Compared with
base coconut oil, olive oil or
sunflower oil, it appears to
result in more body fat being
burnt off during exercise. It
is used in cooking like any
other oil and costs £6.99 for
a 280g tub. The brand was
established after the 2004
Boxing Day tsunami, providing employment for 200
Sri Lankans, the operation now being expanded to
start a project of similar size in Ghana.

Klepper have introduced the 3-HE electric motor and solar panels for those wanting an easy day on the
water. The motor cuts out if the kayak touches the bottom.

GPS and more

Daniel Reeds

Stronger
than Kevlar

Emma Stanbury

Venture Kayaks have
a hybrid steering device.
Partially deployed, the
skudder acts as a skeg.
When fully dropped it
acts as an understern
rudder. It is likely to
remain in the water
longer than a stern
rudder when on rough
water, can be lighter
and is said to turn more
effectively. Kayak racers
tend to use understern
rudders when they are
not at risk of striking
solid objects below the
surface, preferred on
sprint courses but with
overstern rudders for
marathon racing.

David Ferguson photographs

Hybrid steering

Rapanui, who go out of their way to be
environmentally friendly, have a new approach
to T shirts. You tweet a picture on Twitter to @
tshirtplease and their Raspberry Pi computer sends
back the illustration on a T shirt, which you can
then order. All garments are in organic cotton,
manufactured in wind powered factories, and
garments are put together on the Isle of Wight.

The Android TX4 from
Memory-Map is a GPS
unit with still and movie
camera, inter net access,
smartphone, OS maps and a
thing for taking stones out
of horses’ hooves. Actually,
they are still working on
the latter. You don’t have
to have all these items,
however. Preloaded maps
can be switched on when
you pay for them and the
phone is also an optional
extra. Pr ices vary from
£299 to £499 plus an
extra £50 if you don’t have
an old unit to trade in for
it..

Pulse wristbands have
been around for a while
but their numbers are
likely to be exceeded
by other products.
Microsoft have produced
a band to measure a
raft of information and
present it. Indeed, it
is increasingly easy to
take the office with you
while training, if that is
what you wish. Smart
watches are expected
to sell 100,000,000
over the next two years
and several firms are
making smart shirts with
networks of sensors
to pick up biometric
data and transmit it by
bluetooth, Runners also
have smart shoes. This
clothing is set to collect
vast amounts of data
while you train but you
will still have to put in
the effort. Comparisons
between various devices
suggest they cannot
even closely agree on
such basic things as
number of steps taken or
heart rate but, no doubt,
they will get better.
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Terra Nova’s Extremities includes a range of
baselayers using 20 micron Australian Merino wool
for softness. On offer are men’s and women’s long
sleeve zip neck and crew neck, short sleeve crew
neck and longjohns.
Also available are the women’s chunky knit Pyrenees
Beanie with Windstopper lining in red, blue or black
at £20 and the unisex Arid Striped Beanie with
breathable waterproof membrane at £16, £15 in
plain black.

Jo Hine photographs

Riot kayaks were
cofounded in 1997 by
Corran Addison, which
he left seven years
later to set up Imagine
Eco paddleboards.
These were sold in
2012 to Pryde before
he established Corran
paddleboards, now
merged with Kayak
Distribution, who also
own Boréal Design.
This brings Addison
back to Riot, whose
boats he will address
once he has cleared his
current workload with
paddleboard moulds.
Kayak Distribution also
deal with Tahe Marine
who have Zegul kayaks
and Egalis paddles,
distributed here by
Andrew Dron and Justin
Snell.
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ICF

Addison goes
full circle

Plastex have agreed to support the ICF with equipment for the their development programme and also for senior and junior world
championships. They will also support the European and Asian canoe associations.
CANOEIST May 2015
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On show

Some of the people and companies showcasing canoeing at the CWM FX London Boat Show.

The Oru kayak (Nov 12, p31) has made it to Britain. The corrugated plastic sheet kayak comes in an 840 x 740 x 230mm box, weighing
11kg. It unfolds to form a 3.7m kayak, the box itself being part of the kayak, which is said to be fast and track well. It takes 5 - 10
minutes to assemble and is easy to transport and store. It costs £975 from Nestaway, a touch more than the $500 at which it was
offered in the USA.

Jet UK have launched kayak, sit on top and board versions of their craft, which begin at £3,995 and seemed to be getting quite a bit of
interest at ExCeL. They are rather bigger than Shaun Baker’s craft but you are not likely to burn your knees on the engine.

Aquafax are offering Sevylor inflatable kayaks. They are designed for easy inflation and deflation and have a double lock system,
guaranteed not to leak.
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Summer time
and the living is easy

our penultimate day was for a decrease in wind strength, backing to the
south which would then mean Tanera Mor would offer some protection
for our crossing.
An early start was called for; the wind had neither decreased or
backed but, being well equipped, a paddle into the wind and slight swell
was well within our grasp as we could also stay close to the northern
side of the bay and paddle around the coast to Old Dornie in the safe
knowledge that should the weather not change we could return with
the wind behind us.
It was great to be on the water at last and, strangely, we were the
only ones. Passing by Polbain, evidence of the crofting and runrig
methods of living in this quite barren area offered an insight into
the hard and precarious lives of those who had created such isolated
communities. Arthur, as a result of our earlier adventures, had become
an ardent beachcomber and, on entering the Ristol channel, spied a
host of flotsam and jetsam on the high water mark which just had to
be investigated, also, to his joy, he found a disused cabin, presumably an
earlier store for fishing gear, so all his Christmases came at once! After
serious discussions with him around our inability to carry a lorry tyre
back home we moved in to Old Dornie itself with its slipway, jetty
and small fishing boats. Elevenses were taken as the oystercatchers and
seagulls screeched overhead.
On heading back towards Achilitibuie our luck changed as the wind
changed as predicted and, after a short family chat, the decision was
made that all was now in our favour and off we set to cover the mile
across to Creag Ard, the northern tip of Tanera Mor. As we approached,
the cliffs became more grand by the minute and gannets welcomed us
with their normal impressive diving performances. Now skirting the
cliff faces, we were treated to great rock formations and small caves as
we headed south towards Mhill Gairbh. On turning to the northwest

Midges? What midges?
and our approach to Tanera Beag, material and boats of the now defunct
salmon farming enterprise were much in evidence. This a strong
reminder of the economic and social challenges that have faced those
living in one of the most difficult areas of Europe for many generations.
To the north, where we were headed, a sailing yacht was taking
advantage of the protected anchorage of Acairseid Mhor, the point for
our access to the Island. After ploughing our way through the kelp (yet
another bygone employment for the region) we landed safely, carried
the boat up the hill and, picnic in sack, set off to explore.
A spectacular wilderness and water panorama was the reward for
all our patience and efforts and, after the picnic and photos, came the
obligatory (so we had been told) skinny dip in the isle’s small lochan.
This caused much merriment for the smaller member of the party, who
was now wielding the camera, but it just had to be done to keep the
tradition alive and everything soon returned to normal after the very
cold water!
So, embarking again and after a short chat to the sailors, we were off,

Get orf my land!
A lifetime of paddling brings a wide range of opportunities, an
appreciation of the human story of an area as we pass through quietly
being one of them.
The magnificent northwestern seaboard of Scotland surely offers such
an opportunity with its wilderness and long history of communities
living and working in harmony with the sea. The possibilities for
journeys here are endless, governed only by our own abilities and the
forces of nature which present the same challenges now as they did all
those years ago.
A winter evening’s study of an OS map linked with a little Googling
can open the door to so many new adventures.
Our particular interest in the Summer Isles was sparked by personal
friends who have close family connections to one of the over 20 islands
that make up this wonderful and fairly accessible archipelago.
This area of the Highlands has much to offer, from its excellent sea
and game fishing, outstanding hillwalking and photography to guided
sea kayak trips and great diving opportunities. Several local businesses
operate these activities throughout the holiday periods which, together
with the various accommodation options, play a major role in the local
economy.
The 24 mile drive north from Ullapool sets the scene as signs of
habitation fades away and the skyline begins to rise with the mountains
of the Coigach peninsula taking pride of place. Turning west off the
A835 towards Achiltibuie, the now single track road passes between
Ben Mór and the impressive Stac Pollaidh close by the shores of Loch
Lurgainn. Stac Pollaidh itself offers one of many great walking routes
to be taken with some of the most breathtaking views of the great
wilderness that is the northwest highlands.
Before the road bears south by Loch Raa the very lovely Achnahaird
Bay is visible to the north; with its long sandy beach, rocky outcrops
and gentle surf it provides a great spot for a family day out with little
sign of commercialism apart from a small well situated campsite and
carpark. Continuing south by Loch Vatachan, the road begins to fall
and we are treated to the first view of the Summer Isles, dominated
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by Tanera Mor (big Tanera) the largest and, until recently, the only
inhabited island, in the foreground.
The history of this area and its numerous Islands can be traced
back to the Vikings of the 8th century and their particular use of the
safe anchorages of Tanera Mor and Tanera Beag (little Tanera). Tanera
Mor itself reached its heyday again as a result of its location, playing
a substantial role in the herring industry in the 18th century. During
this period a factory, several cottages and a small school made up an
island community of over 100 people. This situation existing for about
30 years before the company went into liquidation. Since then there
have been several periods of habitation and use, the most recent being
as a salmon fishery and tourist destination. Tanera Mor and its cottages
are still much appreciated during the summer months as a very special
holiday location. Currently the island and its business is up for sale.
Achiltibuie, the main community of the area, offers all the facilities
you should wish for in such an out of the way idyll, a hotel, two bars,
numerous cottages to rent, a post office, a campsite and a great village
store, also, as we happily found out, there are also some cracking folk
evenings to be had during holiday periods in the Coigach community
hall.
Being a family with a young 8 year old, unsupported journeys on
open water and in an open boat need careful preparation, the right kit
and conditions suitable to our experience. (We had, in fact, been here
earlier in the year and did not even venture out on the sea.) So, each
evening Helen and I discussed the next day’s programme, the main
factor being the locally much appreciated forecast from XC Weather.
Although we were having a great time walking, sightseeing, surfing and
appreciating the wonderful wilderness, we had travelled the 630 miles
from Melksham with the hope of paddling around the Summer Isles
and, in particular, spending some special time on Tanera Beag, perhaps
even camping out.
Time was now not on our side; throughout the week strong
westerlies had produced very unstable conditions in the passage between
the mainland and the northern point of Tanera Mor. The forecast for
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Arthur wanted the tyre and the buoy!
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View to the mainland from Tanera Beag looking towards Suilven, Cul Mor, Cùl Beg and Stac Pollaidh
paddling as quietly and gently as possible around the small outcrops to
get as close as possible to a host of basking seals which, after flolloping
back into the water, proceeded to see us off their domain, marvellous!
Now, much pleased with our day, we paddled back out into the main
channel, only to be beset by shoals of mackerel leaping out of the water
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all around. Out came the handlines and feathers and Arthur had great
fun setting the lines and hauling in the catch that just kept on coming.
Having saved just a few for supper and becoming tired of putting them
back, we set to for the final paddle home and that fresh fish supper to
round off a great days paddle!
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So, all in all, it was a really memorable adventure in a truly
magnificent location with so much for the lovers of peace, wilderness
and nature. Obviously there are issues of distance and a few midges
in the summer but you really do get the sense of freedom and space
otherwise found in the Alps or Norway.

The whole Blakey family felt truly rewarded for all our efforts.

Chris Blakey

Useful contacts:
www.Coigach.com (activities and facilities in Achiltibuie and the Summer Isles)
www.summer-isles.com (information on Tanera Mor)
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Achnahaird Bay and beach
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Grand Canal (Barrow Line)

Chris Blakey photographs

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

T

he Barrow Line of the Grand Canal runs south
down the west side of Co Kildare from the
main line, finally to join the River Barrow.
Completed in 1791 with input from Jessop, it was
one of Ireland’s more successful lines. It was used
commercially by Guinness until 1960 but now has
fairly light traffic. The Barrow Blueway is to be
developed alongside as a multi use recreational route.
The water has been claimed to be clean enough to
drink, something of an exaggeration although there are
places where the bed of the canal can be seen all the
way across, especially at the northern end. There are
many large fish, including bream and pike.
Weed has the potential to be a problem in the
summer but Waterways Ireland’s weed cutting boats
seem to outnumber customers’ boats and they also
keep many of the lock areas smartly trimmed so they
are like lawns. There are a surprising number of sunken
cruisers along the sides of the canal, however.
Locks on the main line number from the Dublin
end, the numbering continuing westwards on the
main line and south down the Barrow Line. Lock 19
at Lowtown is important as it is at the western end of
the summit pound, a significant canal centre having
developed here.
The Barrow Line originally left above lock 19. It
was joined after about 2km by the Milltown Feeder,
still large enough to carry cruisers and flowing
northeast to the mainline, where it supplies the summit
pound. However, problems with the Old Barrow Line
resulted from construction across Ballyteige Bog, part
of the Bog of Allen. Although still in use with another
lock beyond the feeder confluence, a new cut was
made in 1804 between the Old Line and the Slate

Guinness,
Gordon
Bennett
and green
tracksuits

Ballyteige Castle, a fortified tower house.

The Barrow Line leaves the main line of the Grand Canal at Lowtown.

And a free supper.
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A weedcutting boat on the canal at Ballyteige.

River from
below the
main line lock 19 and
below the first lock 19
on the Barrow Line.
The canal centre at Lowtown
has new facilities for boaters, parking and
a roadway edged by a row of large black balls,
approached on a rough local road along the
canal bank from Robertstown.
As well as being clean, the canal is wide
and deep, edged with reeds. Swallows and
herons are seen but swans are rarer.
New Bridge takes the R415 over the canal
at Littletown. Landing stages are all in good
condition, usually at locks although there is one
serving Ballyteige Gaelic football club with its
floodlit pitch.
At Skew Bridge the line joins the Old Barrow
Line and the Barrow Way footpath which

A pencil church tower.
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follows the canal the whole way. Adjacent is the square
stone tower of Ballyteige Castle, a 14 - 16th century
fortified tower house.
Locks 20 and 21 come in succession between
Ballyteige North and Ballyteige South. Lock
keepers were housed in elegant stone cottages
with decorative circular motifs, effectively small
farms, perhaps undertaking some farming to
help their subsistence. Bluff bowed barges with
Bolinder diesels were built to fit closely in the locks
and some were retained for engineering duties when
commercial use ceased.
Griffith Aqueduct crosses a stream flowing down
past 219m Hill of Allen, used for quarrying. Grange
Hill, Dunmurry Hill and Red Hill follow, of similar
heights and distances from the canal. The views across
sheep grazing land are extensive at times, broken up
by gorse, cow parsley and stands of pines and other
fir trees. Beyond Glenaree Lock the pencil tower of a
church can be seen in the distance.
A BMW and Land Rover dealer breaks the rural
idyll briefly on arrival at Rathangan, facing across to
the quay with warehouses which were destroyed in a
blaze. The R401 crosses and the canal is followed by
the R414 and Rathangan Linear Park as far as Lock 23,
actually a staircase of two. Spencer Bridge, at its foot, is
dated 1784 in masonic lettering while a distance pillar
on the left beyond it was carved with its Ns and 4s
backwards.
Sedges grow along the banks and wagtails and
magpies are seen at times. An aqueduct crosses Duke’s
Drain. This long rural pound ends at Ballykelly Lock,
another staircase of two. Above it are some fine
thatched cottages on one side and a deep quarry on
the other. Macartney’s Bridge takes over a local road,
this and the canal now following the Black River.
A large mill complex on the left bank looks largely
derelict but a couple of the buildings have new roofs.
New housing and then a crossing by the Heuston
- Tralee railway indicate arrival in Monasterevin. A
marina complex has been established here among
ruined warehouses around which Muscovy ducks
paddle.
The town has a 19th century Catholic church with
huge rose windows. It also has a cross in the market
place for Father Prendergast, hanged for his part in
the 1798 insurrection. No longer present is St Evin’s
Bell, on which local warriors had to swear to keep the
peace. One swore a false oath and the bell rolled out
of the church and was lost permanently in the River
Barrow’s Bell Pool.
The canal makes a triangular deviation from its
otherwise straight line. A low level lifting bridge
carrying the R424 has to be portaged. It replaces a
bascule bridge of 1826 which had slender T shaped
frames overhead and large pulleys to operate it. Initially,
the canal locked down to the River Barrow and back

The derelict wharf at Rathangan.

Rathangan Linear Park follows the canal.
up the other side. In 1831 the inconvenience was
avoided with a 63m aqueduct of three masonry arches,
each of 2.3m rise over 13m spans, the river piers
having garland decorations on them. Alongside is an
extensive playground.

The apex of the triangle used to be a T junction, the
bridge on the right crossing the former Mountmellick
Branch which was planned to serve Castlecomer
collieries but only reached Mountmellick. It last
carried powered craft in the 1950s but is now dry.
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New buildings with the marina in Monasterevin.

Thatched cottages by the canal at Ballykelly Lock.

The Barrow Aqueduct in Monasterevin.

Wharf buildings in Monasterevin.
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Lock 25 brings the canal back onto its previous line
and starts the 23km pound to Athy.
Moore Abbey, on the site of the 7th century St
Evin’s monastery, was built in 1607 and altered in 1846,
now an epileptic home run by the Sisters of Charity.

Hawthorns line the canal, which now has shallow
cuttings crossed by the R445 and is not so wide. Lilies
and algae are found on the water at times. It passes
from Co Kildare into Co Laois and is crossed by the
M7.
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The foot of the derelict Mountmellick Branch.

An uncharacteristic stand of beech trees near Castle Reban.
There is a minor aqueduct after Fisherstown and the
Gratton Aqueduct over the Glasha River.
Vicarstown has derelict grey stone warehouses where
lorries used to bring brewing malt for loading. A
waterfowl game reserve uses straw baskets and oil

drums as nesting sites. Moorhens have no need of such
arrangements.
The canal leaves under the R427 bridge and begins
a lefthand bend which seems to go on for ever.
Camac Aqueduct over the Stradbally River was

A narrowboat moored at Fisherstown.

Moorings at Vicarstown.
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The maltings in Athy are the largest and most modern in Ireland.
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Reviews of new books
and publications

Grand Canal (Barrow Line)
built so that the local road used the towpath across the
aqueduct, not so bad in the days of horses and carts but
disconcerting for the drivers of modern vehicles.
The canal passes back from Co Laois to Co Kildare.
Reed buntings frequent the reeds. Castle Reban was
built nearby, close to the River Barrow. Starting to turn
south again, the canal passes a line of beech trees and,
in spring, a field of oilseed rape.
Lennon’s Bridge takes the R428 over beyond
Cardington Lock and an industrial estate begins Athy.
Athy Quay is by lock 27 and has a canopy, warehouses
and a crane. It formerly had a drydock and the Bridge
House is on the site of the Grand Canal Hotel. On its
side is a painting of a signpost with a Guinness toucan
and directions by road and by canal. The maltings
of 1969 are the largest and most modern in Ireland,
supplying Guinness in Dublin. Below the lock is
Augustus Bridge carrying the N78.
The market town of Athy began as a 12th century
Anglo-Norman settlement. Its buildings range from
White’s Castle of 1417 and Woodstock Castle, also 15th
century, to the 1965 pentagonal Dominican church
with its hyperbolic paraboloid roof. Athy Heritage
Centre’s displays include medieval Athy, the First
World War and Ernest Shackleton with a 4.6m model
of the Endurance. Also featured is the 1903 Gordon
Bennett race, which came through the town. The first
international motor race in the British Isles, it was held
in Ireland as road racing was illegal in Britain. The
British team acknowledged this by having their cars
painted Shamrock Green, later called British Racing
Green, the British canoe team tracksuits into the 1970s
being Bottle Green, effectively the same colour. Once
again, Irish roads are faster than British ones.
The canal is pleasanter for no longer having raw
sewage discharged into it. Barrow Lock is the last on
the canal, joining it to the River Barrow, over which
a horse bridge takes the towpath. An industrial railway
also crosses the river to serve the industrial estate,
carrying loads which would once have been taken by
canal.

River Inside the River
Gregory Orr
978 0 393 34995 5
124 pages, paperback
Headwaters

The signpost on the Bridge House in Athy opposite the maltings.

Ellen Bryant Voigt
WW Norton & Co Ltd, Castle House, 75/76
Wells St, London W1T 3QT
978 0 393 35000 5
Jan 2015
210 x 140mm
55 pages, paperback
£9.99
Two books of poetry by modern American
authors suggest fluvial settings.
Gregory Orr’s River Inside the River has three
streams. Eden & After is a minimalist bare bones
and more understandable skeleton of Paradise
Lost which moves away at a tangent from
the Adam and Eve theme. The City of Poetry
has poems which make oblique reference to
various real rivers, not least around Manhattan
although not by name.
‘Tang of salt in the walls
And boards–
Not from harbor
Or shore,
But the boundless sea
Of grief,
That ocean inside us.’
Finally, River Inside the River draws on rivers
of consciousness and spiritual rivers. Don’t expect all to be revealed on
a first reading.
Ellen Bryant Voight’s Headwaters employs long lines with few capitals
and little punctuation, reminiscent of Don Marquis’ archy, the cockroach
which could not do capitals on the typewriter keys. Animals and
birds, wild and domestic, are the usual subjects of the poems. Even the
opening title poem does not feature physical rivers.
‘no snow as in my dooryard only the many currents of self-doubt I
						 clung
to my own life raft I had room on it for only me you’re not surprised
it grew smaller and smaller or maybe I grew larger and larger’
Perhaps it should have been entitled Head Waters.
Topographical Map of the Lake District Wainwright Fells

FACT FILE
Distance
From the main line to the River Barrow is
46km.
OSI 1:50,000 Sheets
49 Kildare, Meath, Offaly, Westmeath
55 Kildare, Offaly, Laois, Wicklow
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The lock in Athy where the canal finally drops down to the River Barrow.
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Peter Knowles
Rivers Publishing, Gower, Blencathra St,
Keswick CA12 4HW
978 0 9550614 7 9
490 x 690mm folding to 250 x 120mm
£8.95
In my Venture Scout days we had a crack at
the record for the high peaks of the Cairngorms.
Somebody had sent home a postcard of Helvellyn,
which he had bought on the trip up, and so
honour required us to climb it on our way back.
The descent developed into a race.
This was one of the Wainwright Fells, of which
there are another 213. Leading white water paddler
Peter Knowles, also no stranger to mountain bikes,

has climbed them all. He did not need to do so to compile this map but
it would have helped him, giving lists with heights and tick boxes.
The clear map includes campsites, youth hostels and parking spots,
frequently beside becks or lakes, not always easy to find in Cumbria’s
narrow lanes. The contours are marked at 50m intervals and the map
coloured so that topography is immediately clear and there is no need
to seek contour numbers to find which way a beck is flowing or its rate
of fall. (Having spent some days recently trying to establish watersheds
for a large number of small catchments I would have appreciated such
colouring on OS maps.)
At 1:100,000, the map includes Ravenglass, Maryport, Penrith and
Kendal but truncates Coniston Water and Windermere on the southern
side of the Lake District. It is also available in unfolded format and it is
clear that many copies will end up framed on walls.
Several photographic panoramas are included and there are
suggestions of larger scale maps and guidebooks to use. This foray into
mountains is a new venture for Rivers. We wait to see where it leads.
The Canal Guide
Stuart Fisher
Adlard Coles Nautical, 50 Bedford Sq,
London WC1B 3DP
978 1 4729 1852 9
12th Mar 2015
230 x 160mm
331 pages, paperback
£14.99
This is an abridged version of Canals of
Britain, making it more compact although
still a substantial book with a great deal of
information. A dozen of the canals have
been omitted, mostly those which are less
accessible for non portable boats. The text
has been trimmed and selections made
from the photographs. The margin icons and small pictures have been
omitted, resulting in a book with a clean and simple appearance.
On the other hand, the maps are retained, as are the information
boxes, to which have been added lists of canal highlights.
All the books developed from Canoeist guides have rolling updates,
ready to use in later editions when required, so The Canal Guide
includes the latest updates since the second edition of Canals of Britain,
including new photographs and changes to the text.
Canoecraft
Ted Moores
Firefly Books
978 1 55209 342 9
2000.9th printing
27th Apr 2015
210 x 270mm
207 pages, paperback
£16.95 from Orca Book
Services, Unit A3, Fleets
Corner, Poole BH17 0HL
What has become
t h e s t a n d a rd wo r k
o n wo o d s t r i p c a n o e
construction is back in print. On the principle of ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t
fix it’, most of the book is identical to the previous edition (Jul 01, p20),
apart from updating the list of resources (mostly North American) and
recording the death of Walter Walker in 2009.
New in this issue and contrasting with the black and white pictures is
a 32 page section of testimonials, accompanied by colour photographs.
These are usually one or two page stories by a range of authors on
their experiences of building woodstrip canoes. Sometimes they are
surprisingly emotional. If you are wondering about joining the builders,
read this section first and you are likely to be led easily into the how to
do it details which comprise the rest of the book.
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Canoe Paddles
Graham Warren &
David Gidmark
Firefly Books
978 1 55209 526 6
2001.
6th printing 27th Apr 2015
280 x 220mm
159 pages, paperback
£16.95 from Orca Book Services
Although Canoecraft includes
paddle manufacture, this book,
mostly by Graham War ren, is
much more comprehensive for
paddles, including child’s and bent
shaft designs. Also back in print,
it has received similar treatment
from Firefly. The book is virtually
identical to the last edition (Aug 01, p15), except for updating the
list of resources, which includes British suppliers, Graham being from
Chesterfield.
The addition is of 16 pages of colour pictures to complement the
black and white photos in the main part of the book. Some of the
designs are slightly offbeat but they feature some interesting ideas and
the beautiful photos will encourage you to come up with your own
original ideas.
I suggested (Jul 97, p40), when Graham published the precursor to
this book, that it would still be selling in 20 years. There are two years
to go!
Walking on Lanzarote & Fuerteventura
Paddy Dillon
Cicerone, 2 Police Sq, Milnthorpe, Cumbria
LA7 7PY
978 1 85284 603 9
2014
170 x 120mm
234 pages, paperback
£14.95
Cicerone’s new cover style is used on this
book but the internal layout is as usual, including
1:50,000 map sections. Isla La Graciosa and
Isla de Lobos are covered with the main islands of Lanzarote and
Fuerteventura. Coastal walks are included, noting such features as
blowholes and lava flows and pointing out villages noted for their
surfing.
Each walk guide is stand alone so there is some repetition where
walks use parts of the same footpaths. On the other hand, it is noted that
boats are the best way to spot shearwaters, storm petrels, dolphins and
whales and that these islands were settled by the Guanches, who arrived
from north Africa by canoe 2,000 years ago.
The Islands of Croatia
Rudolf Abraham
Cicerone
978 1 85284 703 6
2014
170 x 120mm
235 pages, paperback
£16.95
A picture of hire canoes on Mljet and a note
that many coves are only accessible by boat are
the only direct coverage of boating around the
14 Adriatic islands featured but there is plenty of
relevant information, not least the wind patterns. The introduction has
advice on ferries and informative coverage of Croatia’s recent history.
Appendices include several pages of dictionary and pronunciations plus
ferry routes. One of the websites is for lighthouses, some of which offer
accommodation.
Each island has its own introduction, sometimes longer than the
associated walking guides. Maps are sourced from different publishers, in
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a variety of styles although all presented at 1:25,000 and most seeming
to have their roads in shades of orange, unfortunate as Cicerone’s routes
are shown orange.
There is some surprising repetition. We are told four times that Goli
otak means naked island, in terms of vegetation, and this book, like the
one on Lanzarote and Fuerteventura, has repeated hyphenation of drystone walling.
Any guide to this attractive paddling area is to be welcomed.
Walking in Sicily
Gillian Price
Cicerone
978 1 85284 785 2
2015
170 x 120mm
255 pages, paperback
£14.95
The majority of the walks in this book involve
r ivers, the coast or islands, particularly the
Egadi and Eolie groups. Attention is drawn to
sun intensity, the winds and water roughness and
clarity with bathing spots being suggested frequently. Use of boats is
often seen as the best way to reach or view the pick of the scenery.
Volcanic activity features on a number of walks, some of which go to
the rims of active volcanoes such as Etna and Stromboli.
Some of the routes may face closure for safety reasons but 23% of
Sicily, offshore and onshore, is now subject to nature protected areas
and a propaganda campaign is being undertaken in schools to suggest
that this is not just about restrictions and prohibitions. While advising
on car routes to some venues, the author was pleased that the provision
of improved road access to a couple of villages was stopped in mid
construction and is also opposed to those promoting downhill skiing
while encouraging walking herself.
Being longer than some Cicerone guides and having a lower
proportion of pictures, there is much to read here, the material on
volcanoes being particularly striking.
The Wales Coast Path
Paddy Dillon
Cicerone
978 1 85284 742 5
2015
180 x 120mm
359 pages, plastic cover
£14.95
To pack the whole of the Welsh coastline from
Chester to Chepstow, including Anglesey, Milford
Haven and the estuaries of the Dee, Dwryd,
Dovey, Teifi, Loughor and Usk, into one volume
is ambitious, perhaps too ambitious. There is room for little information
beyond the route instructions for walkers and even these are brief at
times. The maps are 1:100,000 rather than Cicerone’s usual 1:50,000
map sections.
The Welsh Coast Path sometimes moves away from the coast, such as
in the south where it follows the Tennant Canal, a section dismissed in
three sentences.
Each location has a list of facilities although not by name. ‘Eateries’
covers a multitude of sins where there may or may not be a multitude
available. On the other hand ‘daily buses’ seems to mean that buses come
every day rather than just one a day. Swallow Boats are unusual in being
a named business.
Perhaps the greatest benefit to the paddler will be the photographs
which give an overview of conditions likely to be encountered.
Those looking for specific areas will get more benefit from Cicerone’s
existing guides to the Pembrokeshire (Jul 03, p36), Lleyn (Jun 07, p49)
and Ceredigion and Snowdonia (Nov 14, p37) coasts.
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QuickTide South West

CamSur Adventure

978 1 902830 58 2

Miguel Luis R Villafeurte &
Luis Raymund F Villafeurte
Provincial Government of Camarines Sur
978 971 95992 0 3
2014
190 x 130mm
111 pages, paperback
£4.00
Camarines Sur is claimed to be the sport and
adventure capital of the Philippines and this
book presents a strong case. Central to this is the
CamSur Watersports Complex which offers a
wide range of high adrenalin sports.
Most watersports not available at the centre are within easy reach on
the coast with its limestone cliffs, their caves and surf, beaches, waterfalls,
hot springs and islands, introduced individually. There are kayak trails,
stand up paddling, paddle surfing and dragon boat racing. Kayaks are
used to reach cliff climbing and cliff diving and to reach subterranean
river tubing. They could also be used for watching dolphins and whale
sharks. Some dry land activities such as mountain biking, off road
driving, motorbiking and mountaineering are included for those who
need time to dry out.
Safety tips are included but seem largely to be ignored in the many
photographs, which are mostly of young people, often involved in
extreme sports.
This unexpected guide comes as a breath of fresh air. Even the picture
of the governor, accompanying his opening welcome, seems to show
someone little more than a teenager.
At the back are brief sections on churches and food, finishing off with
organized competitions.

QuickTide South East
978 1 902830 59.9
QuickTide North
QT International Ltd, 19 Canynge Rd,
Bristol BS8 3JZ
978 1 902830 60 5
16th edition
220 x 150mm
£7.99
Wanting to know the time of low tide at
Benfleet more than a month later, I picked
the southeast chart. From the 2015 table
(2016 is also included) I found the reference
code for the day, noting in passing that it
was approaching neap tides. From the map
I located the appropriate colour code for
that section of coast, turned the dial to align
the colour with the day code and was able
to read that low tide would be about 10am.
It all took a few seconds and involved no
calculations, no tidal constants, no deciding
whether to add or subtract the hour
difference for summer time. Indeed, the dial
allows for local times in other countries, too.
The southwest chart covers from Poole
Harbour to Liver pool, Ireland and the
European coast from Cherbourg to the Costa
Blanca. The southeast chart covers from the
Wash to Weymouth and the Dutch delta to
Cherbourg. The remaining chart shows the
Lleyn peninsula to Skegness, also the Irish
coast from Ballycastle to Arklow in greater
detail than on the southwest chart.
Even if you need to calculate the tide time
precisely by conventional methods for your
passage, remembering that times can change
significantly with the atmospheric conditions
on the day, it does no harm to run a quick
check on these charts to make sure you have
not made a vital mathematical error.

Nautical Activities
Agència de Turisme de les
Illes Balears
Apr 2014
210 x 250mm
23 pages, paperback
Aimed primarily at sailors,
t h i s b o o k l e t p ro m o t e s
the Balear ic islands. The
pictures usually include their
locations. Sea kayaks make
just one appearance. Although
information is brief there are
web addresses given for each
section to present more detail.

Cephalonia & Ithaca
Ioanna Drakaki
Prefecture of Kephalonia & Ithaca
978 960 99477 1 8
2010
230 x 150mm
51 pages, paperback
‘The sea kayak is one of the most enjoyable
and environmentally fr iendly ways to
appreciate the Ionian Sea, to get to know the
Cephalonian coastline, to visit the sea caves
and to travel with the dolphins!’ So says this
guide to the Greek islands of Cephalonia
and Ithaca, its beaches and smaller islands, for
many of which a boat is necessary for access.
As well as many photographs with locations named, there are details of
canoe rental, coaching, excursions, camping and daily winds.
Also here are chapters on the history and culture, nature, beaches and
gastronomy, including some local recipes to work up an appetite.

Kayaking on Formentera
Consell Insular de Formentera
Feb 2014
A5
16 pages, paperback
‘Kayaks were originally designed
to remain stable even in the most
difficult situations,’ claims the
introduction, not the experience
of those who have tr ied Inuit
kayaks, mentioned in the previous
sentence. Otherwise, the advice is sound. Although there are some sea
kayaks, most of the extensive pictures are of sit on tops.
Several trips are suggested for this, the smallest of the Balearic islands.
Best time of day and best time of year are advised, explaining the wind
effects. Distances and estimated times are included although it is not
clear if these are one way or for the return trip, no maps or route details
being included. The brief trip descriptions include fauna and flora,
geology and archaeology as applicable. Some trips include walks or
paddling towards the sunset and returning towards the rising full moon.
A couple of useful pages at the end are for those wanting to hire
kayaks and paddle unaccompanied, warning of where phone signal
coverage is not available.
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Excellence

The Small Cyclades: Four Sparkling Gems

Carmen Davolo, Fabrizio
Guestafierro & Alessandra
Gargiulo
Federalberghi Penisola
Sorrentina, Via Luigi De Maio
35, 80067 Sorrento (NA),
Italia
2013
150 x 230mm
36 pages, paperback
Intended to present the Sorrento coast as an up market destination,
this booklet is well illustrated. Many of the pictures are of the coastline,
suggesting it is an attractive paddling destination.

Eleni Kapsi
Municipality of Naxos & Small Cyclades
Jun 2013
210 x 120mm
95 pages, paperback
The islands of Iraklia, Schinoussa, Koufonissia
and Donoussa are taken in turn, each presented
with its natural history, geography, history, sights,
beaches, activities, local produce, events and
contacts. The pictures are not captioned but the
maps are fairly detailed and the islands are small
enough to guess many of the locations.
Many of the beaches and caves can only be
reached by boat, especially caiques, perhaps as well when spear fishing
seems to be a leading activity. A wind warning is given and we are told
where to find surf.
For those who can’t wait for Greek cuisine there are sample recipes.

Bulgaria Sport
Ministry of Economy, Energy &
Tourism, 1000 Sofia, Bâlgarija, 8
Slavyanska St
A4
Bulgaria is less well known as
a sports venue but this booklet
introduces a range, beginning with
white water kayaks and rafting and
flat water touring. Leading venues
are listed and are marked on a
double page map for all the sports.
The expression ‘average difficulty’
is not too helpful for river gradings
but access is open on all rivers
outside of nature reserves and there
is information on canoe hire, guides
and opportunities for children.
Best known of the tours is the TID
which has been run along the Danube for many years.
Other sports featured list the best venues on the coast for surfing and
suggest that the Black Sea can be up to 26˚, decidedly pleasant.
Finally, there is sport in the big cities with a sprint C2 race heading
the pictures.
Samos - Ikaria - Fourni
Ministry of Culture &
Tourism, Greek National
Tourism Organisation
270 x 240mm
36 pages, paperback
A full page picture and
three smaller ones on each
spread often show the coasts
of these islands. There is quite
a lot of text but it is in Greek,
English and German so rather
less information when you get
down to it.

Ios Island
Municipality of Ios
160 x 250mm
50 pages, paperback
This booklet is mostly of
pictures, many of the coast
although there are no captions
to locate them. Sit on top
kayaks are used in just one
shot. For enthusiasts of ancient
history, not hard to find in
Greece, there are plenty of
references to Homer, the local author of note.
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Possible New Marine Special Areas of Conservation &
Special Protection Areas in Wales
Natural Resources Wales
Feb 2015
A5
8 + 8 pages, paperback
The existing and proposed Special Areas
of Conservation and Special Protection Areas
for the Welsh coast are shown on maps in
this booklet. They would cover all the Welsh
coastline except Newborough to Morfa
Nevyn, Abersoch to Pwllheli and Rhossili to
Beachley. As this would then be the status of
most of the Welsh coast these would not be
‘special’ but ‘ordinary’ so perhaps a change of

terminology is required.
A telling statement is that ‘The proposals outlined in this leaflet
are not connected in any way with Marine Conservation Zones’, an
apparent attempt to distance this project from the promoters of MCZs.
Another statement to be filed is that ‘SACs and SPAs are intended
to encourage the sustainable use of the marine environment, not to
become ‘no-go’ areas.’
In English and Welsh, the booklet explains why birds and harbour
porpoises are to be given such treatment, relevant EU and UK
legislation and the timetable for 2015.
Coast & Navigation
Patronato Provincial de Turismo
de Castellón, Diputació
Provincial, Avda Espronceda 24
A Entresuelo, Anexo a Nuevas
Dependencias, 12004 Castellón,
España
210mm sq
75 pages, paperback
This book introduces over
40 beaches in a 120km length
of southeast Spain, two per page.
Each has a photograph, a brief
description and a series of symbols
to give all the facilities and features, from canoeing to naturism. The
Columbrates islands get a page and then the rest of the book is given
over to marinas and watersports centres but with just a mention of
canoes, kayaks and paddle surfing.
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Po Delta & Natural Parks

of crowding, whether clothes are required, parking, accessibility and
facilities are spelled out. Where to find toilets, showers and bars or to
hire paddleboards are all here and Cala Belladonna shows sit on top
kayaks drawn up on the beach. The beaches are photographed largely
devoid of people, at variance with what the descriptions often say.

Bruno Moretti
Regione del Veneto
2006
210 x 110mm
Saving Our Home on the Blue Planet
79 pages, paperback
Free
Although seven areas are covered in this
David W Train
informative book, over half of it is devoted to
Glen Villa, Fladbury, Nr Pershore,
the Po Delta Park which, like the other coastal
Worcs WR10 2QH
area, the Sile Park, offers most to the paddler.
2014
The other areas, particularly in the Dolomites,
A4
are mountainous and give little detail to the river
52 pages
paddler.
Free download here
Written primarily for walkers, there is also plenty here for boaters.
The Bocche del Po della Pila is ‘particularly suitable for canoes and
small boats, ideal for shallow lagoons... Canoeing is the best way to get
really close to those places which have always been so popular with
neorealist film directors, photographers and birdwatchers’.
Maps of the complex waterways include locks and there is a history
of the changes of hydrology, not least the subsidence following methane
extraction in the 20th century.
This is described as a ‘children’s
Everything from architecture to wildlife is described and there are
story for all ages’ but I suspect
many small pictures and maps relating to what was an important area
youngsters will soon get bogged
at the time of the Venetian Republic, later becoming a commercial
down in the extensive detail. As
shipping area and now expanding its seafood production.
usual with David Train’s stories, this is thinly veiled autobiography and
develops from familiar ground historically.
David’s ambition is to stop climate change, sea level rise and world
Sorrento Coast water supply problems while bringing about world peace, especially in
the Ukraine, by the use of bell boats. Bell boat regattas and voyages will
Sorrento Coast, Via Luigi de replace the Olympic Games as they will be annual and open to all, not
Maio 35, 80067 Sorrento (Na), just the elite.
Italia
That should be enough for most people to call for a reality check.
200 x 210mm The sea level in the English Channel has risen 130m in 18,000 years,
20 pages, paperback about 7mm per year. Temperatures have been rising since the Little Ice
This is pr imar ily a book of Age, more steeply recently at the same time as the global population
pictures, some of seascapes, increases exponentially. Where do the bell boats come in to stop this?
including double page spreads, They will bring people together to talk about the problems and arrive
none with more than four words at solutions, the book claims.
of text.
This will require quite a leap of faith for most people. However,
reading the book shows the unexpected achievement David has gained
without large players to back him. Perhaps we should not be surprised.
In the early days he introduced the Placid Water coaching scheme,
Krabi established the marathon racing scheme, took a rural village to be
national champions ahead of the large city clubs, took their paddlers to
Tourism Authority of Thailand compete in the Olympic Games and designed the bell boat, mostly in
Jun 2012 the face of opposition from established interests.
What are the chances of anyone taking this seriously? Reading the
210 x 100mm
34 pages, paperback book, a surprising amount of progress has been made already. Craft are
A fold out map locates Krabi with the Krabi River now including dragon boats and outrigger canoes and some leading
and Andaman Sea. The section on kayaks suggests Chinese names have signed David’s paddles, as has David Cameron
‘there are few better ways to enjoy the spectacular and other familiar names nearer home. While David provides his own
scenery than by drifting leisurely amongst the motive power, nobody has to score points off him to stop him. This
limestone cliffs.’ Islands can only be reached by book is intended to draw in Russia and includes an open letter to
boat and there are also waterfalls and hot springs President Putin with the Embassy of the Russian Federation in London
to visit. Kayaks can be hired from guesthouses making encouraging noises. The step from the Much Wenlock Games to
while operators offer guides and give instruction to the modern Olympics seemed equally unlikely.
The book ends with a chapter on the bell boat concept and the
beginners.
Some special events are noted, including the Loi Ruea Chao Le contacts for some online films.
It can be downloaded free from this page.
Festival which has sea kayak competitions. Usually, though, it is the
Late news: David has been shortlisted for the Guardian Sustainable Business
contorted cliffs and crystal clear waters which are the attractions.
Leader of the Year award.
Beach Guide
Tourist Office, Mn Cinto Verdaguer 4, E
17250 Platja d’Aro
200 x 140mm
8 + 8 pages, paperback
This guide to eight Costa Brava beaches,
not in any particular order, is presented in
English and French. As well as pictures, there
is considerable detail for each, beginning with
dimensions to the nearest metre. The location,
beach material, degree of urbanization, level

Memories to share?
Do any of the trips you have done deserve a larger
readership than your club newsletter alone can give?
We are pleased to hear from those who wish to
share memories of their trips with others.
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Winter Meet

Last Chance Meet

observe and realize that twenty years ago, in the early days of the group,
there would probably have been very few if any boats out on such a day,
when blowing up to F5 - 6+. Better sorted canoes and rigs that can be
reefed effectively (I used only about 30 sq ft most of the day) as well as
more competent and confident canoe sailors would seem to be the key
reasons for this development.
The forecast for the Sunday was for even windier conditions and the
consensus was not even to try to get on the water, many of us packing
up and heading home. It was so gusty that even loading canoes onto
roofracks was fraught with hazard and, in spite of help from others, my
canoe decided to make a bid for airborne freedom from on top of the
campervan before I’d got it strapped on. Fortunately, being plastic and
landing on soft grass, no harm was done and, with lots of helpers to
hold it down, the second attempt was successful; thanks, all!
Many thanks to Dave Stubbs for organizing the meet and well done
to all who took part without mishap in some testing conditions.

Keith Morris

Chris Wheeler

Keith Morris photographs

Some years ago, when the OCSG decided to have one last extra
meet before the winter really set in, we knew it would often be a risk
with the weather. The Last Chance meet has always been purely for
cruising and social purposes, with no intention of any racing. With the
greater likelihood of stronger winds or even autumn gales at the end of
October, those who attend would probably have modest expectations,
content if they get on the water at all, often just for a quick dash to a
café for a warming bowl of soup. With its being dark so early and chilly
around the campsite there is a practice, now well established, to head off
each evening to one of the pubs within walking distance to eat, drink
and socialize.
This year things proved to go very much along these lines but it was
a meet of two halves (or maybe three thirds if we include Friday for the
early arrivers). The weather forecast for the weekend was rather mixed,
so to speak. The (small) Friday crowd seemed to have enjoyed the nicest
conditions but those of us who got involved on the Saturday were
pleasantly surprised with what we achieved in the fairly challenging
conditions.
The wind was from the south and served up sporadic squalls that
charged up the lake. It was slightly offshore at the campsite launch
beach so the woodland gave a little protection and easier conditions
for getting on and off the water. Further out it was decidedly breezy
with entertaining swells marching up the lake. Dave S recommended
that we should not go too far and certainly not very far south to the
remoter parts of the lake so people tentatively took to the water, most
bashing around in easy sight of the launch beach. As the day progressed
the conditions got no worse and sometimes were better so many
ventured the mile or so downwind to the Bluebird Café for lunch. After
refreshment the wind was looking even more manageable so several of
us continued north to the leeward end of the lake, turning to beat south
until about a mile past the campsite before a final turn to enjoy a right
old surf, down wind and wave, to get back to base. It’s interesting to

sight of the rafties making impressive speed south down the lake. After
swapping boats, we stopped for a brew, a chat and a snack at Bowness.
Suitable refreshed, we departed just as the two rafts arrived (presumably
with food and drink in mind as well) and made the short paddle back to
Fallbarrow. The afternoon was occupied with various activities including
kayak sailing, radio controlled Laser sailing and Ian Shuttleworth’s finally
getting out for a sail in his stunning new boat (having spent most of the
morning practising capsize recoveries).
Saturday evening was to be set aside for a communal meal consisting
of various dishes we’d all brought but, before that, we enjoyed drinks
and cakes made by Keith to celebrate the twenty fifth anniversary of
the OCSG. Keith made a short, poignant speech which tugged at the
heartstrings of all present before the cakes were cut and enjoyed by all.
(He claimed that these were the first cakes he’d ever made, which makes
me wonder whether he hasn’t missed his vocation; they were fantastic.)
Following this, a sea kayak film was shown in the lecture theatre while
Ann’s willing volunteers toiled, preparing dinner in the kitchen. (Thank
you; you know who you are.)
Dinner was a tremendous success, being both very sociable and a
culinary delight (with too many highlights to mention). A team effort
ensured that everything was tidied up afterwards and another evening of
socializing and chat ensued. I managed to get to bed at a slightly more
respectable hour on Saturday (before midnight, at least).
Sunday was, once more, a lovely day and also turned out to be very
productive. A lively discussion was held regarding the future of the
Gossip with the excellent outcome of Graham Cooke and Fearghas
Mackay agreeing to work together, harnessing the wonders of modern
technology to ensure that it survives in some form and that an archive
of existing Gossips might be established. This is potentially very exciting
for the group and there should, hopefully, be more news on this front
soon. There was also a boat jumble with various bargains on offer
(including lots of Snugpak goodies sourced by Paul Lister). A few of
us took advantage of the lovely weather to get out for another paddle.
(Indeed, it was so warm that Graham C jumped out of his kayak and
into the lake to cool off!) By Sunday afternoon folks were beginning
to depart for home and I, too, said my goodbyes and set off back to
Scotland.
It was a superb weekend with unseasonably good weather, an
excellent turnout and a stunning venue. Thanks must go to all those
who contributed but especially Keith and Ann for organizing things so
well and for making Fallbarrow Hall available to us. Here’s to the Winter
Meet and another twenty five years of the OCSG...

Chris Wheeler photographs

Touring

My initial fears that work would scupper my chances for this one
proved unfounded so on Friday 13th February I found myself driving
south down the M74, bound for Fallbarrow Hall on Windermere where
the meet was to be held. Discussions before the event had determined
that a few folks planned to take craft of various types in the hope of
getting on the water so I had my sea kayak lashed on the car roof. A
later than intended departure due to domestic commitments meant that
I was unable to enjoy any views as I negotiated the Kirkstone Pass in
the dark but snowdrifts at the sides of the road bore testament to the
wintry weather preceding the weekend and torrential rain began to fall
as I wound my way down towards Windermere.
Locating the venue proved straightforward thanks to Keith’s excellent
directions and, as I pulled up outside the hall, our gracious host
emerged, torch in hand, to help me find a parking spot. Soon I was
settled in, comfortable room allocated and guided tour of the impressive
venue completed. Some brave souls had ventured out into the darkness
and rain in search of sustenance while others were taking advantage of
the excellent catering facilities at Fallbarrow to make their own food. I
quickly rustled up a microwave meal for myself before joining others
in the dining room. Various informal groups evolved in the dining
room and lounge and people came and went, enjoying a chat and post
dinner refreshment as the evening wore on. Later, I found myself in
the lounge, enjoying a little too much red wine in good company but,
despite the overindulgence, we had a fruitful discussion about various
issues concerning the OCSG. Bedtime was late for our little group of
degenerates, a fact that most of us were to regret the next morning but
it was an enjoyable evening for all that.
I awoke to my alarm on Saturday morning, feeling a little the worse
for wear, but one look out of the window was all it took to get me up
and about. The day promised to be fair and fun and games on the lake
were in prospect so I put on a brave face and headed downstairs in
search of breakfast. Tea and toast helped matters and I didn’t feel so bad
as it emerged that others were suffering more than I.
After breakfast, boating plans were put into action; those who’d
brought their own boats formed into one group while many others
took advantage of Keith’s offer to utilize Fallbarrow’s canoes, rafted
together in pairs, to get on the lake on such a beautiful winter’s day.
Ian Shuttleworth, meanwhile, paced up and down like a caged animal,
awaiting the arrival of his new Solway Dory Fulmar (which Dave
and Jan Poskitt were bringing that morning). Kev and Gill Robinson
took to the water in their sailing canoe while Sue Brighouse, John
Shuttleworth, Chris Taylor, Graham Cooke and I all set off together in
various kayaks and a canoe. We paddled around Belle Isle and caught
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Ben Sampson photographs

Wildlife watching in Cardigan Bay
Stretching from Ceibwr Bay in Pembrokeshire to Aberarth in
Ceredigion and extending almost 20km from the coast, Cardigan Bay
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) protects wildlife in around 1,000
square kilometres of sea.
The area’s spectacular cliff scenery, hidden sandy coves and coastal
villages are a wonderful place to explore by canoe or kayak but what
makes it truly special is the amazingly rich variety of marine animals
and plants that can be found here, including one of Europe’s largest
resident populations of bottlenose dolphins. Other wildlife includes
shy harbour porpoises (generally trying to keep away from the much
larger, more aggressive bottlenose dolphins), curious grey seals and cliffs
crowded with seabirds. Sunfish are regular summer visitors.
You don’t have to head to sea to enjoy the wildlife either; the
Ceredigion Coast Path, part of the all Wales route, gives a great chance
of spotting dolphins, particularly around headlands between Cardigan
Island and New Quay, where the animals often come within metres of
the harbour wall but this is Canoeist magazine and it has to be said that
there is no finer wildlife experience than quietly paddling along when
you hear the characteristic puff of a dolphin surfacing as it approaches.
At up to 4m long and weighing up to 650kg, bottlenose dolphins are
truly awe inspiring creatures, particularly when seen from sea level in a
boat not much longer than they are. There are not many places where
you can see apex predators so easily in their natural habitat.
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Clean and quiet, kayaks are in many ways the ideal vessels to watch
wildlife at sea but there are a few points that you should bear in mind
before launching…
* Although dolphins often approach boats, including kayaks, this has to
be their choice. If they do, either keep a steady course (sudden changes
in direction have been shown to be particularly disturbing) or just stop
and enjoy the spectacle. Don’t be tempted to follow if they move off.
* There may not be any risk of propeller strike or high speed collision
but our long term Dolphin Watch study has shown that dolphins that
are approached by any kind of vessel, including kayaks, will tend to stop
what they are doing and move away. Repeated disturbance, especially
in important feeding areas and resting sites, could reduce the animals’
chances of survival and may force them from the area entirely. Females
with young are particularly vulnerable.
* Moving almost silently means that kayaks can startle dolphins,
seals and seabirds with a close approach. Keep your distance and use
binoculars if you want a closer look. Nesting guillemots and seals resting
on rocks are particularly susceptible to disturbance.
* Kayaks can get you into places such as seal pupping caves that would
otherwise be inaccessible; avoid entering sea caves during the pupping
season (August to October).
The Ceredigion Marine Code has been developed over many years
with the help of sea users and wildlife experts. It applies to all vessels
and has been shown to give the best chance of enjoying our wildlife
without causing harm; after all, we are just passing visitors to their
world. Clearly, fast, powered boats present a greater direct risk to animals
at sea but recent years have seen a big increase in the popularity of
kayaking in the area, especially sit on tops. The ease with which they
can be launched at almost any beach along the coast, coupled with a
general perception that they are an entirely harmless way to get close
to wildlife, does present an increasing risk of inadvertent disturbance
leading to additional pressure on the population. The full code can be
downloaded from the SAC website, www.cardiganbaysac.org.uk, where
you can find more information on the wildlife and what is being done
to protect it for future generations.
Ben Sampson is Conservation Officer for Ceredigion County Council.
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UK Championships
It was an exciting first day of slalom action at the Lee Valley White
Water Centre as a crucial season for those with Olympic aspirations got
underway. Olympians David Florence, Richard Hounslow and Etienne
Stott all started well whilst a number of U23 paddlers also stepped up
their challenges for senior recognition.
The UK canoe slalom championships, which incorporated the British
senior selection trials, ran from 3 to 5 April 2015 with the country’s best
paddlers competing to secure their places in the team. In addition to
participation in the European Championships and the ICF World Cup
series, team members were guaranteed entry to a home championships,
the first time in 20 years, and the best opportunity to secure the
ultimate prize of Río 2016 Olympic places.
The competition format comprised a race on each of the three days
made up of two runs with the best run to count. The best two from
three race results would then be used to determine the final placings.
With only three places in each of the five classes (K1M, K1W, C1M,
C1W, C2) up for grabs and some preselections already made, it was
crucial to put down markers on day one.
In the women’s events it was 19 year old Kimberley Woods (Rugby)
who signalled her determination to step up to senior level this year,
winning both the K1W and C1W events on day one. In the C1W she
continued her great form from the final day of the U23 selection event
three weeks earlier and dominated the field on both runs to win the
first race by a 10 second margin. Keen to make up for missing out on
an U23 spot, Strathallan’s Eilidh Gibson took 2nd with Jasmine Royle
(Stafford & Stone) 3rd. However, with world silver medallist and double
World Cup winner Mallory Franklin (Windsor & District) already
preselected and choosing to focus only on the K1W this weekend, the
pressure remained on for the final two places.
In the hotly contested K1W Woods was lying second after the first
run behind Olympian Lizzie Neave (Stafford & Stone) but she picked
up the pace and surprised herself to take a second win of the day, ahead
of Mallory Franklin, 2nd, and Neave, 3rd.
A shocked Kim Woods said ‘It hasn’t fully sunk in yet but I am
delighted I put some good performances down and came out with two
wins. I just came into this weekend determined to enjoy it and have
fun and everything went to plan. In K1 I knew I was fast enough but
I never thought I would come out with a win, so tomorrow I am just
going to go through the same processes as today and hope it works out!’
With world silver medallist Fiona Pennie already preselected and
other strong contenders in the field including Bethan Latham (Bradford
& Bingley) and Kingston’s Hannah Burgess, this event looked set to go
down to the wire.
Double Olympic silver medallist David Florence (Lloyds Register)
also did the double, getting his third Olympic campaign off to a flying
start. In the C1M a fast and clean first run was enough to secure the
win for Florence, ahead of 21 year old Ryan Westley (Lower Wharfe),
who produced a faster second run to go ahead of team mate Tom
Quinn (Lower Wharfe), 3rd. Adam Burgess (Stafford & Stone) was also
well in the mix, finishing 4th.
The C2 then lived up to its billing with two Olympic medal winning
crews going head to head, challenged all the way by three other high
quality boats. Olympic silver medallists David Florence and Richard
Hounslow were in confident mood and were fastest after the first
run. However, Olympic gold medallist Etienne Stott (Viking Kayak
Club), with new partner Mark Proctor (Stafford & Stone), was out to
demonstrate they are back in business and put down a faster second
run for others to chase. It served to spur on the experienced duo of
Hounslow & Florence, who shaved off a further 3 seconds to secure the
win, making it a double for Edinburgh’s David Florence. Adam Burgess,
with Greg Pitt (Stafford & Stone), finished 3rd.
David Florence was pleased with the opening day of British selection
and said ‘It started really well and we just held it together. Our first run
was very solid but we knew there were bits we could tighten up and go
for it with one good run in the bag and that’s what we did. We heard
that the times were getting faster so we had to push it and give it a go.’
Richard Hounslow added ‘We know our ability and that we are
training well. Selection is not necessarily about winning; we just need
to be in the top three so we can be here at the world championships in
September.
‘However, it is great to be able to race it and put in such a good
result like that. It was a good run and we will focus on doing that again
tomorrow and securing our place on the team.’
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Etienne Stott MBE also enjoyed the encounter. ‘It is always exciting
the first day; you have got to just suffer the nerves and uncertainty, go
out there and make your plan and have a good race. We pushed really
hard and did good work between runs to learn our mistakes and we had
a good second run which we were really pleased with. There are a lot of
good crews out there and we don’t know how it is going to shake out
but we are going to give our best performance again tomorrow.’
Having shown off his speed at the U23 trials, World Cup silver
medallist Joe Clarke (Stafford & Stone) steamed into first place on the
first run which proved to be enough to secure the K1M win. However,
he was pushed all the way by Richard Hounslow (independent) who
posted two fast clean runs to finish 2nd.
Joe Clarke said ‘Great start with the first run and it is always nice to
get one on the board but you can’t get ahead of yourself so it is step at a
time. I will go away now and chill out and come back tomorrow with a
fresh head.’
U23 Bradley Forbes-Cryans (CR Cats) also had reason to
be delighted with the opening day, finishing 3rd after a 5 second
improvement on his second run.
Bradley Forbes-Cryans added ‘It was a good day and I was pretty
happy with my first run but I had two touches so I went back and did
video review. I was quite nervous sitting on the start line for the second
run but it started to come together piece by piece. Coming into the
weekend I didn’t have any expectations so now I have seen that I am
capable of getting into that top three I have something to really go for
now.’
Commenting on the first day’s action, Paul Ratcliffe, canoe slalom
head coach, said ‘There has been a massive effort by the whole sport to
get ready for these trials. The work the coaches and support staff put in
on a daily basis, supported by all the volunteers, has ensured it has been
a real quality day of racing on day one. We will look to replicate this
environment for our athletes over the next two days so that they have all
had a fair playing field to practise pressures of racing and produce their
best performances.’
Six of Britain’s top slalom athletes showed their true class on the
second day and secured their places on the British senior team, with one
day’s racing to spare. With a crucial 18 months ahead for the sport, this is
the important first step on the journey to Olympic selection, which will
be finalized in October this year.
In the C1W on the second day the placings were identical to day
one and, with a second successive win in the bag, Kimberley Woods had
booked her place in the senior team, thanks to a fast clean second run.
Eilidh Gibson now had two 2nd places and Jasmine Royle two 3rds so
the final race the next day would determine who got the remaining
spot in the team as Mallory Franklin was preselected.
A thrilled Kimberley Woods said ‘After missing out on the senior
team at selection last year I am just so happy to have made a strong
comeback. I trained so hard over last summer and this winter and then
I had a month out of C1 as I injured my knee. I am just glad I managed
to get back in my boat for under 23s and now seniors.’
In the second women’s class, the K1, it would go down to the wire
on the final day with five paddlers still in the mix for the two available
places. After winning the previous day in impressive style, Kimberley
Woods had to settle for 4th this day, whilst Bethan Latham upped her
game to take the win and keep her chances alive. Lizzie Neave put in
another clean consistent performance to finish 2nd, one place better
than the previous day. Mallory Franklin also had a 2nd and a 3rd and
Hannah Burgess was not out of it yet.
Bethan Latham said ‘I paddled well yesterday so it was about taking
the positives through to today, having a good look at the course and
then taking each gate at a time. It is nice to get a win under my belt but
it is a fresh race tomorrow and everyone still stands a chance.’
Kimberley Woods added ‘I came into selection purely aiming for C1
but now I have my C1 place in the bag I can now focus tomorrow on
K1 and see if I can up my performance and try and take one of the
spots in K1 which would be a massive bonus.’
In the C1M the top three finishers posted fast clean run’s but it was
David Florence who continued to show his class and dominated the
field, finishing 3 seconds ahead of Adam Burgess and Tom Quinn to
confirm his selection to the British team. Burgess, Quinn and Ryan
Westley, who finished 4th this day, were all still strong contenders for the
other two places, which would be decided the following day.
David Florence said ‘It was good to put in two fast runs today and
there are certainly three fast guys who are pushing me. I’m just glad I
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have got my couple of wins out of the way by day two and it makes it a
very interesting selection for them now.’
It was a double celebration for David Florence & Richard Hounslow
as they also came out on top in the highly competitive C2.
Etienne Stott with partner Mark Proctor set the standard in the first
run with Florence & Hounslow picking up 4 penalty seconds but with
the last run of the day they turned the tables and took nearly 5 seconds
off the leading time to take their second win of the selection series.
With two 2nd places, Stott & Proctor have also secured their place in
the British senior team. However, the other three crews would have to
battle it out again the next day for the remaining berth, although Adam
Burgess & Greg Pitt now had two 3rd places to their credit.
David Florence said ‘All four crews can push us and when they get a
good run they are capable of beating us, so it was great to get two wins
in the C2.’
Looking ahead, Richard Hounslow added ‘All we have got to do is
go away now and train hard and get a few good months of solid training
in. Come the world champs we know on our day we can be quick but
we have to put a good plan together and execute it so we will see what
happens in September.’
A delighted Mark Procter said ‘I am buzzing! It is a long road since
last year when I missed out on C1 and then we only got together
last May. Although this is only a stepping stone it is like a mountain.
Knowing how good the other crews are, to get selected from the first
two races is a dream come true.’
It was another tight battle in the K1M between Joe Clarke and
London’s Richard Hounslow. Richard was fastest on the first run but a
2 second penalty on the second run handed victory to Joe Clarke. Joe,
with two wins, and Richard, with two 2nd places, couldn’t be beaten
and had both booked their places in the British senior team.
Joe Clarke said ‘It is great to get the second win; it’s a real weight off
my chest! Great runs both days, two clean world standard runs, so I am
very happy. I approached today as if it was my first race all over again
as you can’t take anything for granted and must work for every inch. I
have worked hard for this and it is always nice to have it done by day
two.
‘I can’t wait to compete here at the world championships. You have
just seen the standard of me and Richard out there and Bradley was
great too so it looks very positive for us going forwards.’

A delighted Richard Hounslow added ‘That makes it 11 years on the
team for me in K1 so I am pleased. I was a little bit nervous coming
into these trials, having injured my shoulder earlier in the winter, but I
put in some really solid performances. I had a really unfortunate touch
on the second run as, without that, I would have taken the win.
‘Joe is an exciting paddler, really fast, so to be challenging him feels
good and the competition drives performances. What I am most happy
with is the fact that both days I have done a good first run and backed it
up with an even quicker second run and that is what you really need to
do on the world circuit.’
With two impressive 3rd places, Bradley Forbes-Cryans would have
to hold his nerve and battle it out for the final K1M senior place again
the next day. Only Tom Brady and James Bailey looked to be in a
position to upset the youngster’s plans of competing at his first senior
world championships on home soil in September.
Commenting on the first day’s action at the British senior selection
trials, Paul Ratcliffe said ‘We have seen the athletes handle themselves
brilliantly today under extreme pressure and that is what we train for.
There has been great racing and, whilst some athletes have booked their
places on the team, across the board in all events it is still wide open.’

Katriona Bush

White water courses

Oklahoma City is getting a white water slalom course. The
$42,000,000 facility will mean that US selections for slalom and sprint
for the 2016 Olympics can take place at the same location.
The ICF have issued a report comparing a dozen artificial slalom
courses around the world, six in detail. The Lee Valley course was well
over twice as expensive as any other to build so far but does include a
second shorter and less testing course.

Linton artificial course

In the 1970s a couple of experimental slaloms were run at Linton on
Ouse by then chairman Mark Markham. These pushed the rules towards
those used today throughout the world. The site is now being developed
and, when completed, will have two Archimedes screws and an artificial
slalom course rather than using the fish ladder which was the venue for
the earlier events.

Linton Weir as it currently stands. The fish ladder was the slalom course used for experimental slaloms in the 1970s.
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Slalom

Repeated wins for Woods, Clarke and Florence/Hounslow

The artificial slalom course planned for Linton.

Devizes to Westminster Race
Until 1976 it was thought that women were not capable of
racing nonstop from Devizes to Westminster and they were
excluded by the rules. Everything changed when a women
paddled, disguised as a man, the evidence being presented in the
form of a confrontation in the showers at Westminster. What had
happened once would clearly happen again so the rules were relaxed
to allow for the inevitable.
Many women have paddled in the race since then but this year was
the year which broke the mould, a woman in the overall winning boat.
Only 24 seconds stood between the next mixed crew and 2nd place
while a further five boats in the first ten had female paddlers in them.
This was no holds barred equality, no concessions to the weaker sex.
The weather showed no favouritism, either. Few people saw the
sun before Sunday although the cloud cover kept the temperatures
up overnight. The wind was light northerly and the rain fizzled out
on Friday, leaving the water levels marginally up on normal and less
powered craft around although there was still enough chopped weed on
the surface to give problems and the portages were muddy.
A boat which did cause problems was one let loose on the edge of
Devizes on the Saturday. It was recaptured and tethered but the securing
line obstructed cyclists so it was released again and proceeded to
obstruct a bridge hole. In fact, there seem to be steadily more moored
boats along the canal these days.
Senior crews carried GPS tracking devices this year so that everyone
could check on the whereabouts of everyone else, a benefit being that
there was no need for a marshal at Old Windsor to check that the
correct route was taken as routes could be recorded online.
It is usual for mayors to pay visits to the start at Devizes and
Newbury. The current mayor of Devizes was not the only one at
the wharf this year. The start line was being run by a former mayor
and his wife from about three years ago, returning as part of the race
management team. Further local involvement was with the Kennet &
Avon Canal Trust as the nominated charity although their shop at the
wharf was not open.
Having won every Waterside Race this year, Palmer/Peters of Fowey
had to be junior favourites and duly set a lead of 34 minutes to
Newbury over Hayward/Shearer of the 8th Norwich Sea Scouts and,
6 seconds slower, Caisley/Cooper of Tonbridge. Another 9 minutes saw

Richmond crew Taylor/Blackman as the first mixed crew home,
50 minutes up on Tinker/Sheppy of Devizes. Overall 11th
place was with the leading ladies’ crew of Martin/Dresser of
Richmond and Royal, 5 minutes clear of Colquhoun/Tatham,
also of Devizes. Of the four Abbotsholme School C2 crews,
only Pashley/Wilson were ahead of Eaden/Rana of the Royal
Hospital School, just a minute clear with their fellow pupils over an
hour back.
Samuel Plummer of Leighton Buzzard and Danny Beazley of Leaside
left Devizes together in senior singles and arrived together at Newbury,
having taken 6 minutes off Tom Sharpe of Richmond and 17 minutes
off Daniel Seaford of Reading. Brian Greenham, now 65 years old, was
out to break the Over 50s record, arriving in 7th position. The first lady
home was Kat Burbeck of Nottingham, 1 hr 2 mins ahead of Bethany
Goodlad of Leighton Buzzard. Peter Jones had built up a lead of 31
minutes in C1 over Tom Barnard of Poole Harbour.
On the second day, racing from Newbury onto the Thames at
Longridge, Palmer/Peters broke a clear hour’s lead over Hayward/
Shearer. Taylor/Blackman took their mixed doubles lead to 1 hr 13
mins while Martin/Dresser took the ladies’ lead to 23 minutes. Eden/
Rana now pulled ahead of all the Abbotsholme School crews with a 10
minute lead.
Sharpe had a good day on the water, turning a 6 minute deficit into a
20 second lead over Plummer with Beazley 2 minutes behind so it was
still a very tight race, Greenham holding onto 7th place. Not so for the
ladies, where Burbeck was now 2 hrs 7 mins clear of Goodlad. Jones
had opened up the C1 lead to 1 hr 9 mins.
Easter Day finally brought some sun. Palmer/Peters made a modest
increase in their lead to 1 hr 16 mins. In junior mixed K2 Tinker/
Sheppy slipped back to 3rd place, Taylor/Blackman now having a 2
hrs 21 mins lead over Dahl/Frett of Cranleigh School. Martin/Dresser
extended their ladies’ lead to 47 minutes and Eaden/Rana took their
C2 lead to 24 minutes.
Good racing in K1 saw Plummer still within a minute of Sharpe
after a total of over 14 hours on the water, promising a tough race
between these two on the Tideway, there being 9 minutes to Beazley
with Greenham still holding his 7th position. Burbeck had extended her
lead to a massive 3 hrs 15 mins and Jones the C1 lead to 1 hr 33 mins.
Barring mishaps, the senior men would be the place to watch.

The former mayor and mayoress prepare to start Poblete/Walker.
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Marathon

This girl can

Junior winners Palmer/Peters.
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Hilary Wells

Junior C2 winners Eaden/Rana head away from Devizes.

Junior ladies winners Martin/Dresser at Hungerford.

Veteran winner Danny Beazley and student record breaker Samuel Plummer clear Hungerford.
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Singles winner Tom Sharpe passes Honey Street.

Ladies’ singles winner Kat Burbeck, John Drummond and the Strathdees approach Pewsey.

Over 50 record breaker Brian Greenham follows Stefan Senk into Pewsey.

C1 winner Peter Jones leads Greg Manning into Pewsey.
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Veteran junior winners Treadgold/Owen at Pewsey.

Dawson/Grenham using Wings with a canvas double.

Steele/Strickland, Coyle/Norton and Ian Robson portage Hungerford.

Various approaches to the Dun Mill portage. Shephard/Barry and Brown/Jordan use the stile rather than the broken fence hole.

Neale/Smith and Lane/Zielski get out earlier for the longer carry.
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Winning veteran lady Natalie Kimberley at Pewsey.

Southey/Pearce wash hang Lane/Zielski at Honey Street.

Backshall/Barnicoat approaching Wilcot.

Diaper/King were handled their bottles on poles to save them coming to the bank but it seemed to save little time.
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Veteran double winners Burt/Herbert leave Devizes.

Overall winners Broughton/Moule at Horton.
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On the final morning Palmer/Peters and Hayward/Shearer matched
their times on the Tideway, giving the Fowey crew the win by 1 hr 16
mins but allowing Hayward/Shearer to take 3 minutes off the Scout
record. Taylor/Blackman made a further small improvement to win
the mixed class by 2 hrs 20 mins. Martin/Dresser took their win to 50
minutes while Eaden/Rana added another 4 minutes to their lead.
Plummer managed to pull back 1 second on the Tideway, leaving
Sharpe with the win by exactly 1 minute while Plummer had the
consolation of taking 36 minutes off the university record. Still in 7th
place was Greenham, taking 11 minutes off David Flynn’s Over 50
record from 2006 and now giving him two course records to his name,
still holding the official overall course record from 1979. Burbeck
opened up her lead further to 3 hrs 45 mins and Jones took the C1 lead
to 1 hr 45 mins.
Two of the nonstop crews to leave before 9am on Saturday could
have improved their times but not their class positions. Smith/
Woolacott would probably have benefited from an extra hour in bed
but they raced steadily to take the C2 win. Their main rivals, Finlayson/
Harley of Richmond, took the extra hour and paddled faster on the
canal but were slower on the river for an eventual 2nd place by 56
minutes.
Veteran ladies Banson/Hicks of Norwich could have gone earlier
as they tailed off after Windsor and the tide had turned against them
before they reached Westminster, eventually taking their class win at a
day and 41 mins, nearly a couple of hours faster than ladies’ C2 winners
Metcalfe/Murnaghan of Pangbourne/Basingstoke Canal.
A celebrity paddler this year was Steve Backshall, partnering George
Barnicoat. A training schedule including ballroom dancing and python
wrestling was to take the broadcaster to 42nd place in 23 hrs 17 mins.
Ladies Chapman/Middlehurst of Kirkcaldy/Richmond had won
the last Waterside Race but their pace dropped away after Pewsey and
they eventually retired at Shepperton. Meanwhile, the Anglo Irish crew
of Mara/Shouldice, who had started nearly an hour after them, passed
them near Newbury and went on to win the ladies’ class in 19 hrs 38
mins, a well paced race.
Several of the fastest crews set out around 1pm, including Pearce/
Southey of Fowey, who had been the youngest ever winners the
previous year. They were not to repeat their success. Although they were
on the pace, they crashed at Maidenhead. They had given the pace to
mixed crew Lane/Zielinski, who took it through with a strong finish
on the Tideway. They were fast catching up with the time of Diaper/
King when they ran out of course, having to settle for 3rd place by 24
seconds.
Then came the long wait. It was not until 3pm that Broughton/
Moule left, audaciously late, it seemed. World marathon silver medallist
Lizzie Broughton of Richmond was racing with Chelmsford’s Keith
Moule, a 200m specialist tackling 200km. In the Waterside Series they
had had a clean sweep. Their performance was sound and their timing
impeccable as they pulled up on the other top crews, overtaking Lane/
Zielinski, Burt/Herbert and Mara/Shouldice on the Tideway. It was a
monumental result, not just a woman in the winning boat for the first
time ever but a win by a massive 1 hr 19 mins, including taking 50
minutes off the mixed record. Furthermore, another mixed crew were
within a stone’s throw of taking 2nd place.
This was a bigger milestone than that disguised entry in the mid
1970s. The race will never be the same again. How long will it be before
the first all female crew boat is the winner?
1L: 1 K Burbeck, Nottingham, 18:51:58. 2 B Goodlad, Leighton Buzzard, 22:36:28. 3 N Kimberley,
AL Marsac, 23:01:10. 4 M Quemby, Wokingham, 23:22:39. 5 J Small, Viking, 23:24:18.
6 S Klopper, Army, 1:00:48:54. 7 M Duggan, Richmond, 1:01:46:06.
1LV: 1 N Kimberley, AL Marsac, 23:01:10. 2 M Quemby, Wokingham, 23:22:39.
5 J Small, Viking, 23:24:18.
1: 1 T Sharpe, Richmond, 16:02:13. 2 S Plummer, Leighton Buzzard, 16:03:13.
3 D Beazley, Leaside, 16:15:01. 4 D Seaford, Reading, 16:27:55. 5 J Laenen, 16:51:32.
6 B Irvine, Richmond, 16:55:06. 7 B Greenham, Reading, 17:06:20. 8 S Senk, Reading, 17:34:52.
10 C Jagau, Loughborough Univ, 18:21:10. 11 J Drummond, Reading, 18:21:18.
12 J Edyvean, Fowey R, 18:29:11. 13 T Dawson, Falcon, 18:32:38.
14 R Lewis, Bradford on Avon, 18:44:26. 15 K Burbeck, Nottingham, 18:51:58.
16 W Jaggs, Poole Harbour, 19:47:40. 17 M Westall, Pangbourne, 19:59:34. 18 V Balaschenko,
Richmond, 20:05:01. 19 R Overvliet, Elmbridge, 20:26:41. 20 D Garrett, 20:43:21.
1U: 1 S Plummer, Leighton Buzzard, 16:03:13. 2 C Jagau, Loughborough Univ, 18:21:10.
1V: 1 D Beazley, Leaside, 16:15:01. 2 D Seaford, Reading, 16:27:55.
3 B Irvine, Richmond, 16:55:06.
1O50: 1 B Greenham, Reading, 17:06:20. 2 W Jaggs, Poole Harbour, 19:47:40.
3 A Parritt, Fowey R, 21:21:06.
C1: 1 P Jones, 22:54:24. 2 T Barnard, Poole Harbour, 1:00:40:37.
3 L White, Poole Harbour, 1:01:13:01.

2LJ: 1 Martin/Dresser, Richmond/Royal, 19:59:13. 2 Colquhoun/Tatham, Devizes, 20:48:40.
3 Bromovsky/Kelley, Marlborough Coll, 23:02:15.
2MixJ: 1 Taylor/Blackman, Richmond, 18:37:39. 2 Dahl/Frett, Cranleigh Sch, 21:02:23.
3 Bennett/McBride, Cokethorpe Sch, 21:27:11.
2J: 1 Palmer/Peters, Fowey R, 16:10:31. 2 Hayward/Shearer, 8th Norwich (Norwich Sch) Sea Scouts,
17:26:46. 3 Caisley/Cooper, Tonbridge, 18:19:26.
2VJ: 1 Owen/Treadgold, Reading, 17:30:35. 2 Taylor-Ross/Hoek, Blundell’s Sch, 18:57:37.
3 Fielden/Fielden, Taunton, 19:31:45.
2CivJ: 1 Palmer/Peters, Fowey R, 16:10:31. 2 Hayward/Shearer, 8th Norwich (Norwich Sch) Sea
Scouts, 17:26:46. 3 Caisley/Cooper, Tonbridge, 18:19:26.
2U17Sch: 1 Glaisher/Huntingford, Blundell’s, 19:10:03. 2 Beckett/Van Der Lande,
Lord Wandsworth Coll, 20:10:02. 3 Griffiths/Ward, Bryanston, 20:14:13.
2SctJ: 1 Hayward/Shearer, 8th Norwich (Norwich Sch) Sea Scouts, 17:26:46.
C2J: 1 Eaden/Rana, Royal Hospital Sch, 22:08:00. 2 Pashley/Wilson, Abbotsholme Sch, 22:37:02.
3 Amos/Sanderson, Abbotsholme Sch, 1:02:42:04.
2L: 1 Mara/Shouldice, Royal Leamington Spa/Wild Water, 19:38:35.
2 Banson/Hicks, Norwich, 1:00:41:16. 3 Metcalfe/Murnaghan, Pangbourne/Basingstoke Canal,
1:02:27:13. 3 Schofield/Blane, Bradford on Avon, 1:02:47:48. 5 Vater/Vater-Lambert, 1:06:11:46.
6 Ross/Whitefield, Battersea, 1:07:23:31.
2LV: 1 Banson/Hicks, Norwich, 1:00:41:16. 2 Metcalfe/Murnaghan, Pangbourne/Basingstoke Canal,
1:02:27:13. 3 Schofield/Blane, Bradford on Avon, 1:02:47:48.
2Mix: 1 Broughton/Moule, Richmond/Chelmsford, 16:40:31. 2 Lane/Zielski, Reading, 18:00:36.
3 Brown/Jordan, 19:28:05.
2: 1 Broughton/Moule, Richmond/Chelmsford, 16:40:31. 2 Diaper/King, Army, 18:00:12.
3 Lane/Zielski, Reading, 18:00:36. 5 Burt/Herbert, Army, 18:34:35. 6 Webb/Stainsby, Richmond,
19:02:52. 7 Brown/Jordan, 19:28:05. 8 Mara/Shouldice, Royal Leamington Spa/Wild Water,
19:38:35. 9 Pearse/Nixon, Southampton, 19:43:15. 11 Taylor/Turner, 20:02:04.
12 Blow/Blow, 20:16:26. 14 Baker/Howson, Royal Marines, 20:32:29. 15 Barry/Shephard,
Chelmsford, 20:44:54. 16 Bell/Bush, Devizes, 20:49:59. 17 Piper/Worth, Exeter, 20:56:37.
19 Howson/Lawson, Army, 21:15:25. 20 Purchas/Unwin, Bradford on Avon, 21:21:03.
2Civ: 1 Broughton/Moule, Richmond/Chelmsford, 16:40:31. 2 Lane/Zielski, Reading, 18:00:36. 3
Brennan/Forristal, Thomastown, 18:16:46. 4 Webb/Stainsby, Richmond, 19:02:52.
5 Brown/Jordan, 19:28:05. 6 Mara/Shouldice, Royal Leamington Spa/Wild Water, 19:38:35.
7 Pearse/Nixon, Southampton, 19:43:15. 9 Taylor/Turner, 20:02:04. 10 Blow/Blow, 20:16:26.
12 Barry/Shephard, Chelmsford, 20:44:54. 13 Bell/Bush, Devizes, 20:49:59.
14 Piper/Worth, Exeter, 20:56:37. 16 Purchas/Unwin, Bradford on Avon, 21:21:03.
17 Waite/Dobbin, 21:24:06. 18 Herwanger/Herwanger, Richmond, 21:36:57.
19 Hayward/Little, Devizes, 21:43:19. 20 Blackburn/Wilkes, Chelmsford, 21:49:04.
2Ser: 1 Diaper/King, Army, 18:00:12. 2 Burt/Herbert, Army, 18:34:35.
3 Baker/Howson, Royal Marines, 20:32:29.
2Res: 1 McCloud/Brazier, Artists Rifles, 1:00:47:27. 2 Johnson/Williams, Artists Rifles, 1:00:53:18.
3 Aslan/Steel, Artists Rifles, 1:12:14:43.
2RN: 1 Baker/Howson, Royal Marines, 20:32:29. 2 Newman/Slater, Royal Marines, 22:39:07.
3 Bruce/Smith, Royal Marines, 23:05:48.
2A: 1 Diaper/King, Army, 18:00:12. 2 Burt/Herbert, Army, 18:34:35.
3 Howson/Lawson, Army, 21:15:25.
2Pol: 1 Stobbart/Betts, Metropolitan, 1:01:25:21. 2 Wheeler/Keys, Metropolitan, 1:01:58:17.
2Univ: 1 Dudding/Timpson, Bristol, 1:02:57:27.
2Sct: 1 Edwards/Long, 2nd Durrington Sea Scouts, 1:03:32:04.
2V: 1 Burt/Herbert, Army, 18:34:35. 2 Webb/Stainsby, Richmond, 19:02:52. 3 Piper/Worth, Exeter,
20:56:37. 4 Howson/Lawson, Army, 21:15:25. 5 Purchas/Unwin, Bradford on Avon, 21:21:03. 6
Waite/Dobbin, 21:24:06. 7 Herwanger/Herwanger, Richmond, 21:36:57.
8 Blackburn/Wilkes, Chelmsford, 21:49:04. 9 McKenna/Wakley, Exeter, 21:49:41.
10 Mellelieu/Willcock, Longridge, 22:01:32.11 Derham/Kelly, 22:01:55. 12 Smith/Woolacott,
22:06:31. 13 Balla/Playle, Barking & Dagenham, 22:27:36. 14 Craddock/Egeland-Jensen,
Southampton, 23:03:21. 15 Ashby/Hornsby, W Cumbria/Duddon, 23:17:24. 16 Smee/Cotton,
Richmond, 23:19:22. 17 Wareham/Lake, Devizes, 23:27:02. 18 Smith/Smith, Cambridge,
23:33:22. 19 Pope/White, Army (HQ), 23:35:27. 20 Heath/Jenkins, 23:36:28.
2.100: 1 Purchas/Unwin, Bradford on Avon, 21:21:03. 2 Smith/Woolacott, 22:06:31.
3 Craddock/Egeland-Jensen, Southampton, 23:03:21.
2F: 1 Greensmith/O’Brien, 1:04:56:58. 2 Aslan/Steel, Artists Rifles, 1:12:14:43.
3 Glass/Hernaman, Royal Marines Reserve, 1:14:05:50.
C2: 1 Smith/Woolacott, 22:06:31. 2 Finlayson/Harley, Richmond, 23:00:36.
3 Hardie/Heslop, Border City Crossfit, 23:50:15.
C2L: 1 Metcalfe/Murnaghan, Pangbourne/Basingstoke Canal, 1:02:27:13.
2 Vater/Vater-Lambert, 1:06:11:46.
2T: 1 Army, 2:09:50:12. 2 Richmond, 2:15:00:18.
2CivT: 1 Richmond, 2:15:40:25. 2 Exeter, 2:18:34:07. 3 Devizes, 3:01:53:29.
2SerT: 1 Army, 2:09:50:12. 2 Army- Royal Engineers/Royal Logistics Corps, 3:02:33:35.
1T: 1 Reading, 2:03:09:07. 2 Richmond, 2:05:02:20. 3 Pangbourne, 2:13:42:39.
1/2T: 1 Richmond, 2:05:42:44.
2LJT: 1 Devizes, 1:20:23:58. 2 Marlborough Coll, 1:22:34:27. 3 Kimbolton Sch, 2:01:09:33.
2JT: 1 Cranleigh Sch, 2:13:17:06. 2 Devizes, 2:16:16:23 3 Lord Wandsworth Coll, 2:17:55:26.
2JSchT: 1 Cranleigh, 2:13:17:06. 2 Lord Wandsworth Coll, 2:17:55:26.
3 Churcher’s Coll, 2:17:59:14.
2JCCFT: 1 Kimbolton Sch, 2:19:02:30. 2 Churcher’s Coll, 2:21:43:18.
3 Royal Hospital Sch, 2:23:52:48.
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Optimism pays off

Bala Meet
Ever the optimist, ten days before the meet I posted an entry on
Facebook saying that the weather was going to be lovely and inviting
people to join us. The gamble paid off and 33 folk assembled at Pantyr-Onnen campsite in a variety of tents and campervans. Molly Baker,
who runs the site, had allocated us an area with immediate beach access.
This made meeting for discussions over that early morning cuppa and
launching the boats very easy.
Unfortunately, the high pressure that was dominating the weather
meant that winds on Saturday were very light. Undeterred and
answering the call of the coffee shop, much of the fleet drifted down
the lake and back.
The calm water and warm weather meant they were ideal conditions
in which to practice capsizes and paddling skills. Dave Stubbs’ friend,
Hans from the Netherlands, completed an impressive capsize, righting
his boat with ease. Others took the opportunity offered by Greg
Spencer to try out a range of his open canoes and learn from his tuition
about paddle strokes and recovery after capsizing.
Campfires are allowed on the beach and the call had gone out for
people to bring firewood...
Dave Stubbs settled in for the night while Walter and John discussed
who was meant to bring the lighter.
Before long and with the help of the resident pyromaniac, not one
but two fires were burning, surrounded by an oval of friends and, of
course, the wine flowed and the marshmallows burned.
As we woke the following morning there was a light breeze, enough
to encourage interest in a race. Keith placed the buoys with some
difficulty in an increasing wind and the course was set. While Ann
took charge of the timing, I was allowed to use the starting horn. I had
previously no idea how stressful this countdown period was. Lesson to
self:- do not interrupt the timekeepers!
The two lap race set off in a good breeze and the fleet generally
performed well. Keith pulled ahead to claim 1st place while Graham
and Hans had a real battle for 2nd.
There was a second slightly shorter race after lunch.

Penny Oakley

R1: 1 K Morris, 1:00:52. 2 H Den Hertog, 1:02:57. 3 G Dibsdall, 1:03:85.
R2: 1 G Dibsdall, 51:52. 2 D Stubbs, 52:06. 3 K Morris, 52:15.

forthcoming competition, even more important when away from home
at a venue which involves a time shift.

Hereford awards

Sharon Colley was named joint Sportswoman of the Year and Steve
King joint Sportsman of the Year in the Hereford Sports Awards. Each is
a world quadrathlon champion and Steve finished the 2014 DW Race
3rd overall. Sharon still holds the DW veteran ladies’ course record.
Steve also did the 715km Yukon River Quest, in which Sharon has won
the ladies’ title on one of her previous occasions in the race.

Future championships

The ICF propose to have complete gender equality across the
Olympic disciplines by 2020. In slalom they propose to replace C2
with women’s C1. This would appear to place a question mark over the
future of double canoes in slalom, a class in which Britain has achieved
prominent results in recent years.
To make slaloms easier for spectators to follow it is proposed to
reduce the protest time period and also to make changes to slalom gates.
A test event is to be run at Markkleeburg in May.
After hosting the 2016 Olympics, Río will host the 2017 world
freestyle championships and 2018 world slalom championships. In
2019 Spain will have the wild water racing and slalom worlds at La Seu
d’Urgell and the freestyle at Sort, which is to be redeveloped, the first
time three championships have been held in the same region. (In 1981
Bala held WWR and slalom with sprint at Nottingham.)
The Italians will have the Under 23 and junior slalom champs at
Ivrea in 2018, two years after polo goes to Siracusa.
Sprint goes back to Szeged in 2019 for a fourth time. The Chinese
get the marathon in 2019, in Shaoxing.
The 11th European polo championships will be at Baldeneysee, Essen
being a regular venue for the event. Matches will take place over Aug
27 - 30th.
The WWA have announced that the 2016 world championships will
be in Portugal, following a successful event there in 2011.

African surfing expanding

Surfing is proving a significant tourism growth area, particularly
in some of the countries less well known as surf destinations. Ghana
is expected to grow by nearly a quarter in the five years to 2018 and
Senegal, Nigeria and Cape Verde are all looking positive. The only
reservation is that ebola could set things back.

Back then
20 years ago
* The Home Office accepted that the Nicosignal was the safest flaregun on the market for paddlers but
continued to apply their full firearms regulations, risking the deaths of paddlers.
* Winston Churchill Trust award recipients included Karen Trotter paddling to the Faroes and Paul
Ratcliffe slalom training in Australia and New Zealand.
* An artificial white water course was planned for the Guildford area and terracing was installed at Holme
Pierrepont ahead of the world championships. A pair of wellingtons set in concrete blocks appeared
outside the BCU headquarters.
* Rodeo was accepted as a canoeing discipline by the BCU.
* Helen Barnes was filmed breaking the world rolling record at Crystal Palace.
* Attempts were being made to suppress the right of navigation on
the Wye.
* Andy England cracked his vertebrae while shooting New
Zealand’s Maruia Falls on the World Tour.
* American William H Longyard wrote us an open letter to the
National Maritime Museum, complaining of their inadequate
coverage of John MacGregor.
* The Wavehopper and easier entry conditions were to make it
easier for general paddlers to take part in WW racing.
* Motorized wave skis were being sold in Australia.
* The Lyme Bay accident was analyzed by John Ramwell and the manslaughter verdict criticized by Frank
Goodman, both in detail.
* The BCU were supporting calls for statutory registration of outdoor centres after the Lyme Bay court
case.
* Derek Hutchinson and John Dowd were criticized by American writer Carl White for not actively
promoting the use of wetsuits and drysuits.
* Research showed that sharing a sleeping bag with a hypothermia victim does not speed up recovery.
* EPIRBs should be wrapped in two layers of aluminium foil to block signals until needed because of the
time and money being wasted by the coastguard on false alarms.

10 years ago
* Julia Simpson became the EA’s head of navigation after canoeist David Lawrence was sacked and
silenced in mysterious circumstances.
* The Conservatives were to sell off BW’s property portfolio if elected.
* BBC 2’s series with Ray Meares was shown at 8am on Thursdays, the second programme featuring a
paddle with Ray Goodwin in Ontario.
* The National Maritime Museum Cornwall unveiled Shaun Morley’s circumnavigation kayak, Tim
FitzHigham’s paper kayak and Derek Hutchinson’s Baidarka.
* Open canoe sailing’s Bernard O’Connor died from a heart attack.
* The EA were considering allowing canoeists to use sections of river in which no other group had shown
any interest.
* The SCA appointed an Access & Environment Officer just 20 years after we began our access column.
* Labour’s Alun Michael was claimed to have told anglers that open access to all waters for canoeists was
not on the agenda. Tessa Jowell’s article reminded Canoeist readers of the four showcase access pilot projects
which were to resolve the access situation.
* Ian Tordoff was about to challenge the record time for crossing the English Channel.
* The Braveheart Challenge on Loch Lomond involved canoeing, quad biking, archery, abseiling and JCB
digger driving.

Dead fish on Olympic regatta course

A team of 60 people have removed 33t of dead fish from Lagoa
Rodrigo de Freitas, the 2016 Olympic regatta course, after rowers
and local residents complained about the smell. Río’s environmental
secretariat blamed a sudden water temperature change but a scientist
said a rise in algal blooms had resulted in carbon dioxide buildup in the
water.

Quadrathlon expanding

The Box End sprint quadrathlon on Jul 12th is one of three new
World Cup events. This is in addition to the middle distance Brigg
Bomber on May 24th, the national championships and also a World
Cup event. This follows on from a year in which BQA membership has
reached a new high.

Crowdfunding competitors

The crowdfunding website Pledge Sports attempts to fund
competitors who cannot raise adequate funding by other methods. The
cost of postage stamps for begging letters to businesses is requiring a
rethink for those seeking sponsorship.

Fox at IOC launch

Australia’s Jessica Fox was invited to join competitors from a number
of sports for the launch of the Olympic Agenda 2020 in Lausanne. The
20 year old is an Olympic silver medallist from a family used to winning
world class events.

Dog gone

Team Peak Perfor mance in the Adventure Racing World
Championships in Ecuador made the mistake of giving a tinned
meatball to a stray dog. After that he refused to leave them and did the
entire 690km race with them. For the 58km coastal paddle they lifted
him into the boat as he tried to swim alongside. He is now back in
Sweden with them and recovering from an injury he had before they
met him.

Polo leagues rethought

Niall Evans has taken over as polo chairman and has been giving
attention to three areas. The regional leagues now give full coverage
to the four areas of England, NW, NE, SW and SE. The latter is new
Best performance times
A Birmingham University study has shown that performances vary and has three divisions with 25 teams. Similarly, 26 ladies’ teams in
significantly through the day and can be dependent on the time of three divisions replace the previous ladies’ leagues, which were close
getting up. An early riser can get best results in the middle of the day to collapse. The structure of the national leagues is to receive attention
while people who keep late hours can perform better in the evening. to see if the format provides what is needed. The rules are also to be
The implication is that best performances can be obtained by adjusting reviewed. In particular, violent or abusive behaviour now carries a
times of going to bed and getting up to suit the scheduled time of a maximum penalty of a year’s suspension.
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Do you know
Grand Canyon film

I was at the Chalfont Park Christmas dinner with Geoff Dinsdale.
We discussed an old Colorado film (I think it was Mike Clark’s), one
of the first British runs down the river.
Do you know if it is available
I remember Pauline Squires was one of the paddlers.

Tom Cronin

It was by Chrisfilm & Video. Chris Hawkesworth was due to reissue it in
February or March 2015 on DVD.

Has your email address changed or do
you want to be added to the mailing list
when copies of Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk
with your name and email address.
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
This comprehensive and fascinating
guide to Britain’s river navigations
explores routes known and unknown,
from world famous rivers like the
Thames and the Severn to hidden
backwaters like the Wharfe, the
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way
this absorbing survey discovers the
world’s largest castle, hills that are
actually below sea level, mansions and
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring
but also practical guide, featuring
history and folklore, engineering and
architecture, riverbank art and waterside
pubs. Beautiful photography captures
the stunning scenery and helpful maps
help link everything together.

Size A4
256 pages
49 maps
608 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 0084 5

Developed from the guides in Canoeist,
this book is similar in format to the best
selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of rivers,
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of
waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers
off the beaten track, this book looks at the
navigation aspects of waters which often
get overlooked, especially if they have
challenging conditions.Yet they teem with
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic
engineering and stunning architecture and
are where inland rivers morph into the open
sea. Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists of time.
Here there are history and folklore, places of
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and
cities and navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.

Size A4
304 pages
70 maps
716 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4081 4656 9

1st edition October 2013

1st edition January
2012

Price £25.00

Price £25.00

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

‘the reader senses the author has
actually boated the waterways
about which he writes. Virtually
all the photographs are his own,
many obviously taken from his
kayak; no mean feat... this is a
most enjoyable book which may
well inspire the reader to widen
their knowledge of Britain’s
river navigations.’ - Keith Goss,
Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling,
and pages of travelogue info’ Rowan Mantell, Eastern Daily
Press
‘A comprehensive and practical
guide to Britain’s waterways with
stunning photography and useful
maps is a winning combination’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk
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‘New books on rivers keep surfacing
but here is an ambitious volume
that stands firmly on its own...
it transcends the conventional
temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile
‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’
- Kensington & Chlesea Today
‘there are some absolute gems to
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable
and eclectic commentaries... an
interesting reference work for anyone
who enjoys paddling in or walking
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’
- Lakeland Walker
‘this book thinks out of the box... an
impressive and colourful coffee table
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail
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Based on the acclaimed coastal guide
series, this is the book which has been most
often requested from Canoeist. The most
detailed boater’s guide available to the British
coast in a single volume, it is appropriate
for those making day trips as well as those
undertaking circumnavigations. Full of
sound and practical advice, it gives essential
guidance on aspects of safety and has an
exhaustive directory of useful information.
The text is fully illustrated with coloured
mapping and photographs. This is an
invaluable resource for anyone venturing out
onto Britain’s coastal waters.
Foreword by Sean Morley.

Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways as
well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters which
may not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the
Caledonian Canal, Britain has a unique canal
network. Infinitely varied, it passes picturesque
open countr yside, wild moorland, coastal
harbours, historic industrial buildings, modern
city centres, canalside public houses and abundant
wildlife. Every aspect of the canals is examined,
their construction, rich history, stunning scenery,
her itage, incredible engineer ing, impressive
architecture and even their associated folkore,
wildlife and art. Enticing photographs give a
flavour of each place and places of interest close to
the canals are included.
This second edition is updated and expanded,
including additional canals and featur ing
stunning new photography. Packed with maps
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers,
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.

‘For anyone planning a small boat/kayak
journey, anywhere around the coastline of
Britain, I suggest this book is absolutely
essential reading.’
- Paul Caffyn, Sea Canoeist Newsletter.
‘Bigre, quel pavé!... Toute la Grande
Bretagne est là, à porteé de pagaie, plus
belle qu’on aurait pu le penser.’
- Canoë Kayak.
‘makes for absorbing reading.’ - Ceufad.
‘A good read for all those interested in
Britain’s long and varied coastline.’
- Dave Robertson, Scottish Paddler.

Size A4
336 pages
65 maps
1,026 photographs
Soft cover

Size A4

978 1 4081 8195 9

357 pages

2nd edition December 2012

724 photographs

Price £25.00

63 maps

Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

Soft cover
0 85288 906 0
1st edition June 2006
Price £19.50

Reviews of second edition:
‘A must for any waterway user’s bookcase...
fascinating and comprehensive... provides a
unique insight into the linked up waterways
as well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters
which may not be navigable by larger craft.
Author Stuart Fisher... passes on his unique
fund of knowledge in this excellent book.’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk

Also available in compact
abridged format as
The Canal Guide

‘not only covers all the main canals of the
navigable network but several isolated and
under-restoration routes of interest’ Canal Boat

230 x 160mm
336 pages

‘this is no mere travelogue... there is much to
enjoy, notably some excellent photography and
a number of fascinating historical anecdotes Keith Goss, Waterways World

69 maps

‘The saying that you can’t tell a book by its
cover is certainly not true in the case of...
Canals of Britain, a Comprehensive Guide,
for it genuinely lives up to its name... most
comprehensively and imaginatively illustrated.
As well as having photographs showing the
geographical locality, each chapter is illustrated
with pictures of points of special interest...
Stuart Fisher travelled each of the canals...
to reach less-accessible destinations, and...
has produced this extremely useful updated
version.’ - Elizabeth Rogers, Towpath Talk

Soft cover
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270 photographs

978 1 4729 1852 9
1st edition March 2015
Price £14.99
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats at £10.99
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